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L 1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report completes the effort performed under a NASA contract entitled "Devel-
opment of Design, Qualification, Screening, _nd Application Requirements for
Plastic Encapsulated Solid-State Devices for Space Equipment" (NAS8-33079) for
NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center. The objectives of the overall program were
to:
o Define possible controls and documentation for successful utilization
of plastic encapsulated solid-state devices in selected space
applications.
The specific objectives of the effort covered by this report were to:
o Determine the effectiveness and cost of selected screens as applied to
linear circuits, CMOScircuits, bipolar circuits and transistors.
o Identify test procedures and performance or design weaknesses of spec-
ific plastic encapsulated semiconductor devices.
o Identify _ne effects of various operating temperatdres on the overall
performance of plastic encapsulated solid-state devices.
o Obtain screening data on selected devices to augment the data previ-
ously gathered from industry users of plastic encapsulated semiconduc-
tors.
Test data were collected on 1035 plastic encapsulated devices and 75 hermetically
sealed control group devices that were purchased from each of 5 different manu-
facturers (7 groups of parts) in the categories of
o Low power Schottky TTL (bipolar) digital circuits
o CMOSdigital circuits
o Operational Amplifier linear circuits
o NPNTransistors
These parts were subjected to three different initial screeming conditions, and
then subjected to extended life testing, to determine any possible advantages or
trends for any particular screen. In addition, several special tests were
carried out in areas of flammability testing, humidity testing, high pressure
steam (autoclave) testing and high temperature storage testing.
This report covers the latter portion of the effort on Contract NAS8-33079. The
first portion oF the. effort (described in Boeing Document D180-25325-I) w_s
concerned with a survey of the field usage failure rates of plastic encapsulated
I
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semiconductorsand led to the determinationthat an experimental screening pro-
gram was necessary to validate the survey findings. In addition, a previous
contract was performed by Boeing for NASA that addressed the same type of ques-
tions from the standpoint of a wide range of alternativeenvironmentalstress
tests. Table i-I summarizesthe relationshipsof the relevant contracts.
Section 2 of the report is an executive summary of the program findings, Section
3 summarizes the initial screening program and the test approach, and Section 4
summarizes the results of the life test program and of the special tests.
Section 5 treats procurement and applicationconsiderationsfor use of plastic
encapsulatedsemiconductors,and Section 6 summarizes the recommendationsre-
sulting from the program.
Appendix A contains a statistical analysis program that was written to analyze
the log-normal distributionsresulting from the life testing. Appendix B con-
tains the data printouts resulting from operation of the statistical analysis
program on the failure distributiondata. Appendix C contains the detailedfailure analysis results.
With the publicationof this document, the objectives of contract NAS8-33079 have
been met.
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2.0 EXECUTIVL SUMMARY I_"
i
!
2.i PROGRAM APPROACH
The program was conducted in four phases:
o Parts Procurement
o Initial Screening
o Life Testing
o Special Screening
Parts were procured in accordancewith the following table
Basic Part Type Manufacturer Quantity Plastic Quantity Hermetic
74LS194 l-[LBipolar A 1035 75
4069 CMOS B 1035 75
4069 CMOS C 1035 75 !
741 Linear B 1035 75 i
741 Linear D 1035 75
2N2222 Transistor B 1035 75
2N2222 Transistor E 1035 75
I
i
Each group of 1035 plastic encapsulated parts and 75 hermetic parts was then i
subjected to three differenttypes of initial screening representativeof possi-
ble low cost screens that were identifiedin the Phase 1 program as applicable to
plastic encapsulatedsemiconductors. See Figure 2-I. A total of 225 of the
plastic encapsulatedsurvivors from each screen (plus 15 of the hermetic survi-
vors) were then separated into three life test groups of 75/5 each and subjected
to life testing for 4000 hours with intermediatemeasurementsmade at logarithmic
time intervals. Failure analysis was conducted on selected examples of failed
parts. Finally, special tests were conducted on small samples of parts which had
passed the initial screens. These special tests included
o Flammability tests
o Humidity cycling
o Autoclave (high pressure steam)
o High temperaturestorage
|
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The test program was orgarized into initial screening followed by life testing to
determine if there was a set of screening conditions that would result in an
improvementin the usage-lifereliability of plastic encapsulatedsemiconduc-
tors. The life test temperatureswere chosen to be 40°C, 70°C and 125°C. In the
previous contract performedfor NASA, it was found that above 150°C there occur-
red serious disruptionsof the plastic encapsulant that would not be typical of
extended operation at any normal temperature,hence the upper life test tempera-
ture for this program was limited to 125°C. This also is the normal burn-in
temperaturefor JAN-qualifiedhermetic semiconductors. The 70°C life test was
chosen because this is the maximum rated operating temper_,,_- _or most plastic
encapsulatedsemiconductors. The 40°C life test temperaturewas chosen because
of the concern that at lower temperatures any imbeddedwater content in the
plastic encapsulantmight not be driven off with the result that failures at 40°C
might be more prevalent than at higher temperatures.
2.2 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The results of both the screening program and the life test program were highly
inconsistentin the area of screening tests versus resultant reliability and in
the area of life test temperatureversus median time to failure. There was no
consistent indicationof any one screen cordition being superior in weeding out
potentiallydefective devices. There was no consistent indicationof there being
an activationenergy for the Arrhenius plots that coulJ be used to make thermal
extrapolationsof median time £o failure. And there was no indicationthat life
testing at any one temperaturewas better than at any other tmnperature.
As can be seen in Table 2-1, six out of the seven part types suffered larqe
numbers of screening and/or life test failures. Only the Manufacturer A TTL
(bipolar) 74LS194device type performed well. It can also be noted that each of i
the three Manufacturer B pa_t types tested showed more failures than did the
alternativemanufacturer'sparts. Thereforewith the possible exception of
bipolar TTL-type devices for JAN Class (type applications),the use of plastic
encapsulatedsemiconductorsIs not recommendedfor _se in NASA programs, as
summarized in the program conclusions,Section 2.3.
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Table 2-i SUMMARY OF SCREENINGAND LIFE TEST FAILURES
Screening Failures
(1035 Parts Each)
Part Type Mfr A Mfr B Mfr C Mfr D Mfr E
74LS194 15
4069 86 35
741 401 81
2N2222 133 84
Life Test Failures
(675 Parts Each)
Part Type Mfr A Mfr.B Mfr C Mfr D Mfr E
74LS194 9
4069 416 101
741 310" 71
2N2227 115 84
*Started with only 450 parts because 125°C burn-in screen parts all failed.
8
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2.2.1 Test Result Observations
Several significant,.bservationsresulted from the test program that cut across
the lines of device type.
2.2.1.1 Screen !'estFailures--Itwas observed that the initial screening did not
produce the results that ha_ been expected. I_st of the screening failures were
detected at the time of pre-burn-inelectrical testing at 25°C and 100°C. No
failure analysis was performed on screening fai_dres. Only three parts failed at
electricalmeasurement after burn-ln (this is out of 5180 total parts subjected
to burn-in screening.) Thus not only did post-burn-indouble electrical post-
burn-ln measurementfail to have significant results, even ',ingleelectrical
measurement did not have any effect on screening yield. Since very few parts
failed at electricalmeasurement after burn-in and few failed during the burn-in,
the subsequent life testing findings were influenced. That is, because few parts
were removed from the test parts as a result of burn-in, there could not be a
strong impact of the use or non-use of burn-in on the subsequent life test cells.
This seems to have been borne out by the life test results discussed below.
Tables 2-2 and 2-3 present the same life test failure data from cwo viewpoints:
influemceof previous screeninc, and influenceof life test temperature. These
data are described in detail in Section 4.3.
2.2.!.2 Influenceof Burn-in Screeningon Life Test Failures--TabTe2-2 summar-
izes the results of the life te_ts as a function of the burn-im screen that was
applied to the parts prior to life testing. It c_m be seen that in only one case
was there a significantlyworse life test performancefor the parts that had no'
been burned-in: The ManufacturerB part typc 4069. in a11 the other cases, the
number of failures for the non-burn-incase was less than or equivalent to the
number of failures for the 75°C or 125°C burn-in.
2.2.!.3 Influenceof Life Test Temperatureon Life Test Failures--Table2-3
summarizes the results of the life tests as a function of the temperatureat
which the life test was performed. Three anomalies are observed in this table.
First, for the Manufacturer C part type 4069 _arts, the n_nber of life test
failures at 40°C was significantlygreater than the number of failures at 70°C.
)
Second, for the ManufacturerB transistor 2N2222 :he 40°C failure quantity
3
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TABLE 2-2 Summary of Life Test Failures vs Prior Burn-ln I_
Cumulative Failures - All Life Tests
(225 Parts in Each Life Tes_ Group)
Mfr A Mfr B Mfr C Mfr B Mfr _ Mfr B Mfr E _.
74LS194 4069 40_9 741 741 2N2222 2N2222
No Burn-ln (Scr ]) 4 151 25 85 21 42 19
Burn-ln at 70°C 2 144 37 221 29 32 25
(Scr2)
Burn-ln at 125°C 3 !21 39 * 21 41 40
(Scr ,_"'j 1.
Total 9 416 101 306 71 1!5 84 i
i'
•Test aborted during initial 125°C burn-in screening - parts began failing _
catastrophically- there were no survivors for life testing, i
!;
TABLE 2-3 Summary of L_e Test Failures vs Life Test Temperature
CumulativeFailures - All Sc-eens
(225 Parts in Each L_fe Test Group)
Mfr A Mfr B Mfr C Mfr B Mfr D Mfr B Mfr E
74LS194 4069 4069 741 741 2N2222 2N2222
Life rest at 40°C 3 89 27 83 19 75 31 _,
Life Test at 70°C 4 146 14 81 21 23 36
Life T ._ at 125°C 2 181 60 136 31 17 17
Total g 41_ IGI _06 71 115 84
•Screens i and 2 only - total of 150 p rts in . group
m
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significantlyexceeded both the 70°C and 125°C quantities. Finally, ior th_
Manufacturer E transistor 2N2222 the number of 40°C and 70°C failures was signi-
ficantly greater than the number of 125°C failures. These results are quite
unexpected and are not explainable based on traditional Arrhenius rate relation-
ships of time and temper_ture.
2.2.1.4 Arrhenius C,JrveAnomalies--Asmight be expected from Table 2-3, the
Arrhenius curves of median time to failure (timK for half the parts to fail under'
life test) plotted from the individualsets nf data f_.reach of the pre-screen
conditionsresulted in unusual curves. Figure 2-2 is an example of such a curve.
This curve contradictsthe usual Arrhenius relationship in which the longest
median times to failure occur for the lowes_ tempe,-atures.A curve such as t!e
Screen 3 curve is an anomaly that is unexplainablein t_rms of the time-
temperaturerelationshipof normal semiconductorfailure mechanisms.
2.2.1.5 Wearout Failures--Fortwo of the part types, it was observed that the
log-normaldistributionsdeviated sharply frcm the 10w-sigma curves (f_'_akpopu-
lation) befere the conclusionof the 4000 hcurs of life test. Both the 741 op
amps and the 2N2222 transistorsfrom ManufacturerB gave indicationof this type
nf distributionwhich is indicativeof the parts Qoing into wearout. In the case
of the 741 op amps, the devices exhibited catastrophicfailures resulting in
ignitionof the epoxy encapsulantduc to internallygenerated heat. This severe
destructivefailure made failure analysis impossible. One of the parts that
failed at the threshold of the onset of wearout was subjected to failure analysis
•:o searcn for the possible cause of _he wearout failure mechanism. The original
cause of failurewas that the open loop gain and tileoffset voltage were margin-
ally out of limits. The part was baked at 150°C to see if it would recover. Upon
retesting the part, it was found to be a catastrophicfailure, meaning that the
tester could not proceed p_st the first measurement because of a severe overrange
condition. The part was dissectedto search for the cause of the malfunction,
but optical examinationshowed that there were no visible defects. Thus, the
cause of the wearGut failure mechanisms could not be determined.
|
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Arr,enius Curves rot Median Time to Failure For ManufacturerB 2N2222
Transistor (4000 Hour Data Point Excluded)
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2.2.2 Part Type Observations
i
Several significant observations were made from analysis of the results from
individual part types. No effort was made to correlate the data from the
hermeticallysealed parts, since the quantitiesof these parts was so small, and _
they were included in the test program solely as a point of reference in case it
was suspected that certain failures could have been caused by die-related causes
rather than plastic-encapsulant-re!atedcauses. In general, very few hermetic
parts failed at all.
2.2.2.1 ManufacturerA Part Type 74LS194--ThisTTL bipolar technology showed the
fewest number of failures of any of the parts tested. It is felt that this is a
mature, bulk silicon technologythat is not influencedby surface parameters,
with the result that the plastic encapsulationhas little effect on the perform-
ance of the parts. This is essentiallythe same conclusion that was derived from
the earlier NASA contract in which accelerated life testing was performed on
plastic encapsulatedbipolar_ linear and CMOS part types. The most significant
finding for the 74LS194 part type was that the type of prior burn-in screen or
the life test temperaturedid not seBn to make any difference in the number of
failures that occurred.
2.2.2.2 Manufacturer B Part Txpe 4069 (CMOS)--Thispart type experienced the
largest number of failures of any of the parts tested and demonstratedvery low
median times to failure. While the log-normaldistributions_ppeared to have
fairly high values of sigma, they did not appear to be in wear out. Instead it
appears that the parts are particularly sensitive to the presence of the plastic
encapsulant and failed because of this sensitivity. Failure analys s of repre-
sentative samples of the failed parts showed that the catastrophicfailures all i_
appeared to be caused by excessive current flowing out of the ground lead of the
device, as if the internal leakages became excessive and the device went into
thermal runaway. This is borne out by the fact that the non-catastrophicfail-
ures exhibited out-of-limitpower supply currents, indicativeof the increase of
internal leakage currents perhaps caused by threshold voitage shifts in the
series transistors. The non-catastrophicfailures were baked out and the fail-
ures went away, indicatingthat the failures were caused by surfdce effects,
which is an indictmentof the plastic encapsulant,since this failure mode was _
not observed in the hermeticallysealed control parts.
13
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2.2.2.3 ManufacturerC Part Type 4069 ICMOS)--Whilethe number of life test
failures that occurred for this manufacturer's4069 was considerablyless than
for the ManufacturerB equivalents,there was still a significant number of
failures that occurred, particularlyfor the 25°C test cells. Most significant,
however, was the finding that the median time to failure for the 40°C life test
was significantlyless than it was for the 70°C life test, resulting in another
anomalous Arrhenius curve. This also was evident in the total number of part i}
failures at 40°C being greater than at 70°C as discussed in paragraph 2.2.1.2. i
2.2.2.4 ManufacturerBOp Amp 741--This part type suffered from early wearout as
described in 2.2.1.5. In fact, failure analysis showed that the failures that
occurred prior to wearout were primarily caused by corrosion of the external
device leads, and as such should not properly be called failures at all since
after the external leads were cleaned the failed parts all retested OK. Thi_
makes the wearout failure mode all the more surprising.
2.2.2.5 ManufacturerD Op Amp 741--The only two anomalies that occurred for this
part type were that the no-burn-in,40°C life test cell showed significantly
greater number of failures than did the 70°C and 125°C life test cells for no
burn-in, and that the median-time-to-failurefor the 125°C burn-in, 70°C life
test cell showed an abnormally low median time to failure. The reasons for these
anomalies are not known. Even though the failure distributionswere less unusual
for this part type than for the Manufacturer B equivalent, the total pumber of
failures was still markedly greater that it was for _he bipolar TTL devices.
2.2.2.6 ManufacturerB Transistm Type 2N2222--The part type from Manufacturer B
exhibited undesirableearly wearout a_ discussed above. This was the third part
type of ManufacturerB tested, and results from all three part types showed
unsatisfactoryperformance.
2.2.2._ ManufacturerE TransistorType 2N2222--Althoughthe number of life test
failures for this part type aas relatively small, it was still significantly
larger than was observed for the bipolar TTL digital part type from Manufacturer
A. It appears from the failure analysis results that the failures were caused by
surface channellingwi_ichresults from the presence of the plastic encapsulant.
Plotting of the Arrhenius curves again showcd anomalous results that discourage
the applicationof the time-temperaturerate relationship.
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_.3 PROGRAM CONCLUSIONS
o Plastic encapsulatedsemiconductorsare probably not cc_t effective
for use in NASA programs because the cost of parts engineering and
management added to the cost of minimal 100% screeningwould offset any ,
advantage of purchase price over comparable hermeticallysealed parts.
o Serious reliabilityproblems exist in the use of plastic encapsulated
CMOS microcircuits,and these problems appear to b_ unscreenable.
o The linear microcircuitstested (741 op amps) appear to have serious
reliabilityproblems in the plastic encapsulatedform, causing (for
one manufacturer)catastrophicfailures that ignited the epoxy. These
d_vices are unsuitable for use in NASA applications.
o There are significantdifferences between malufacturers in their abil-
ity to manufacture reliable semiconductorsin plastic encapsulated
form, with the conseque,lcethat any use of plastic encapsulatedparts
must be accompaniedby an intensive parts engineeringeffoTt to assure
the integrityof the parts.
o The f_,Jings of the phase I program are contradictedby the accelerated
life test results, particularlyfor CMOS, linear and transistor part
types. Only for the bipolar TYL technologywas there indication of
availabilityof high integrity product in plastic er _psulatedform,
o Operation _t 40°C in some cases appears to be more dele* "ious to
plast;" encapsulatedpart_ than operation at higher temperatures.
o ,rletime-temperature-dependentfailure distributioncharacteristicof
typical hermeticallysealed semiconductorswas not observed for the
plastic encapsulatedsemiconductors,and the Arrhenius rate relation-
ship does nvt aopear to be valid. Thus extrapolationof failure rate
ve)sus temperaturewould not be possiblewith plastic encapsulated
s_iconductors. This seems to be caused by the influenceof i:he
plastic encapsulant.
15
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3.0 TEST PROGRAMDESCRIPTION
3.1 SUMMARY OF TEST APPROACH AND INTENT
The objective of this test program was to deter'minethe effectiveness and cost of
selected screens as applied to linear circuits, CMOS circuits, bipolar circuits,
and transistors. This test program was intendedto identifytest procedures and
rf_rm n
pe _ a ce/design weaknesses of specific plastic encapsulatedsemiconductorde- r_
vices. It was an additional objective of this program to identify the effects of
various operating temperatureson the overall performanceof plastic encap-
sulated solid-statedevices.
3.1.1 Investigationof Screening Effectiveness
The first phase of this program, that of gathering actual field usage data on the
in-servicefailure rates of plastic _ncapsulatedsemiconductors,revealed that a
test program was required to validate proposed screens for NASA plastic encap-
sulated parts. Phase I of the program identifiedthree potential screens that
were cardidatesfor NASA devices. These screens were developed by maklng the
maximum use of data from government sponsored programs,manufacturers, and mil-
itary and com,_ercialusers. Figure 3-1 shows a summary of the flow of parts
through the test program.
Screen 1 was intendedto represent the minimal test that could be performed on
plastic encapsulatedparts, and the emphasis in this screen was on the electrical
measurement at 25°C and 100°C, without performing any type of burn-in. Screen 2
was performedto represent nominal burn-in conditionscoupled with temperature
cycling found by device manufacturersto be effective. Screen 3 represented a
maximal burn-in conditioncoupled with temperaturecycling. Both screens 2 and 3
incorporateddouble electrical testing following burn-in since this was found to
be effective by some users of plastic encapsulatedsemiconductorsin reducing the
incidenceof "parts that never worked."
It was the intent of the screening program to subject the parts to these experi-
mental screens and then determine the effectivenessof the three screens by
subsequent life testing.
17
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3.1.2 Life Testing To Verify Screening Effectiveness
Extended life testing at acceleratedstress temperatureswas performed to deter-
mine if any of the initial _creens were effective in improvingthe reliability
performanceof plastic semiconductors. Figure 3-1 shows that the screened parts
were separated into three separate life test groups to be life tested under
military specificationburn-in ccnditions for 4000 hours at 40°C, 70°C and 125°C.
The intent was to cause enough failures to occur that log-normaldistributionsof
failure could be plotted for each of the screening conditions and thereby a
determinationcould be made of the validity of each of the screening conditions.
3.1.3 Special Test Objectives
Many users of plastic encapsulatedsemiconductorsemploy spocial destructive
tests on qualificationsamples of parts to measure the relative integrity of the
basic processes by which the parts are made and encapsulated. These tests
generallyconsist of humidity tests and autoclave (or pressure cooker) tests.
The results of such tests are used in a gross manner to determine if there are
unusual problems in a specific group of parts.
For this r_ason, tests were performed on small samples of parts from each type.
The tests included flammability,humidity, autoclave and high temperaturestor-
age. The high temperaturestorage tests were performed to determine if bake out
of the parts prior to life testing could improve reliability by driving out
latent water buried in the plastic encapsulant.
3.2 PARTS PROCUREMENT
The TTL, CMOS, Linear and Discrete Devices listed in Table 3-1 were procured in
quantitiesof 1035 plastic encapsulatedand 7_ hermetic parts each. Hermetic
parts were included in the life tests to determine if surface and die failures
were common only in the plastic encapsulated parts or in both plastic and her-
metic parts.
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The choice oF part Lypes was tnadeby NASA based on the results of the previous
NASA screeningcontract. This prior contract indicated that while [TL aevices
showed good potentialfor meeting NASA performance requirements,CMOS and linear
showed questionableor poor performance in acceleratedstress testing. However,
the Phase I portion of the present contract appeared to contradict these find-
ings. showing instead that there was no significant difference in field usage
failure rate between bipolar and CMOS or linear SSI devices. Thus this second
phase program was intended to validate the previous findings by stress testing
performed on CMOS and linear microcircuitsand on NPN transistors, as well as on
the bipolar low power Schottky TTL technology devices.
Table 3-1 Parts Procured
BASIC TYPE MANUFACTURER
74LS194 TTL A
4069 CMOS B
4069 CMOS C
741 LINEAR OP AMP B
741 LINEAR OP AMP D
2N2222 TRANSISTOR B
2N2222 TRANSISTOR E
3.3 INITIAL SCREENING
The 1035 plastic encapsulatedparts and 75 hermetic parts of each type/manufac-
turer were separated into three initial screening groups (#1, #2, and #3) of 345
plastic encapsulatedand 25 hermetic parts each. These three groups were sub-
Jected to the three initial screening tests shown in Figure 3-2: no burn-in,
burn-in at 70°C, and burn-in at 125°C in addition to electrical measurements at
?O°C and 100°. Two-hundredtwenty-fiveof the plastic encapsulatedparLs and 15
hermetic parts passing each screen were then subdivided into three subgroups (A,
B, and C) of 75 plastic encapsulatedparts and 5 hermetic parts from each of the
initial screeningflows.
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Ii iL lSCREEN I {SI) SCREEN 2 (S2) SCREEN 3 ($3)
345 Plastic, 25 Hermetic 345 Plastic, 25 Hermetic 345 Plastic, 25 hermetlc lI t I
1
TEMP CYCLE TEMP CYCI.E
30 Cycles: -.25/150°C 30 Cycles: -25/150°C
,.=. _=
L
1 I OC[PARAMETERSAT 25°C I PARAMETERS AT 25°C PARAMETERS AT 25°C :
! l
PARAMETERSAT lO0°C PARAMETERSAT lO0°C PARAMETERS AT IOO°C
I
BURNIN: I BURNIN:168 Hours, 7O°C 168 Hours, 125°C
I
I TWO PASSES, FUNC AND TWO PASSES FUNC AND
DC PARAMETERS AT I00°C DC PARAMETERS AT I00°C
,, ...
I
I TWO PASSES, FUNC AND I TWO PASSES, FUNC ANDDC PARAM TERSAT 70°C DC PARAM TERS AT 70°C
l
15 HERMETIC DEVICES -.I 15 HERMETIC DEVICES 15 HERMETIC DEVICES, I
751_I 7 7515 7515 751_ 75151 7515 7515 7515
,l
TO LIFE TESTS 1
FIGURE 3-2 INITIAL SCREENING
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Figure 3-3 shows the organization of the life test cells. The life tests were i ,
performed at three different temperatures: 40°C, 70°C, and 125°C for 4000 hours. ,
40°C was chosen because it was f_lt that this ]ower tenperaturemight not result
in enough internal heat to drive off imbeddedwater and hence may result in
excessive failures. 70°C was chosen because it is the manufacturers' temperature
range upper limit, and 125°C was chosen because it is the MIL STD 883 temperature
range tipperlimit. The burn-in and life test circuits used are shown in Figure
3-4. Both burn-in and life tests were performed in the Boeing Part Test Labora.
tory's Blue-M burn-in ovens. Since the purpo3e of the life test was to determine
the effectivenessof the screens, determinationof failure was on a Go/No-Go !
basis. Faileo part3 were retested only to gather additionaldata as an aide in
determiningfailure modes. The criteria for device failure were the DC and
functional test requirementsas defined by:
o MIL-M-38510/17401for the CD406g
o MIL-M-38510/!0101for the 741
o NIL-M-38510/30601for the 74LS194A
o MIL-S-19500/251for the 2N2222
Test measurementsas defined by these specificationswere modified as necessary
for plastic encapsulateddevices with prior approval from NASA/MSFC. A variety
of test equipmentwas used to perform these measurements. The CD4069s were
tested on a Teradyne J2 digital test system, the 74LS194Aswere tested on a
Ter,cdyneJ283/$157 digital test system, and the 2N2222s were tested on a Fair-
child series 600 transistor/diodetester. These testers are located in the
Boeing Part Test Lab_retory. The 7410P AMPS were tested on a Tektronix $3260i
test system with a linear microcircuit aaapter at the Boeing Radiation Effects
Laboratory.
3.5 DATA PROCESSINGTECHNIQUES
As shown in Figure 3-3 the parts undergoingllfe test were electrically tested at
2, 8, 16, 64, 256, i000, 2000, and 4000 hours. A log normal plot of percent
failures ,ersus log time war prepared for each part/llfe test/burn-lncombina-
tion. A linear regression program written for a Fluke 1720A Controller/Computer
22
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P : PLASTIC
H = HERMETIC
LIFE TEST #A LIFE TEST #B LIFE TEST #C
40°C HIGH TEMP 70°C HIGH TEMp 125°C HIGH TEMP
OPERATINGLIFE OPERATINGLIFE OPERATINGLIFE
SCREEN SCREEN SCREEN SCREEN SCREEN SCREEN SCREENI SCREEN SCREEN
,I: #2: #3: #I: #2: #3: #_ ,#2:" #3:
75P 75P 75P 75P 75P 75P 7 I 75P 75P
5H 5H 5H 5H 5H 5H 5H I 5H 5H
.______L
225 P, 5H 225 P 15H 225 P 15H
! qp
FUNCTIONALAND DC PARAMETERSMEASUREMENTSAT O°C, 25°C, AND
70°C MEASUREDAFTERTHE FOLLOWINGNUMBEROF HOURS:
2, 8, 16, 64, 256, I000, 2000, 4000
FIGURE 3-3 LIFE TESTS
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was used to test the validity of data and extrapolate the log normal plots to bO%
failure in order to arrive at a median time to failure (MTTF) for each part/life
test/burn-incombination. Aopendix A contains a complete descriptionof this
program. This program was modified to eliminate output of data not necessary to
this application. The statistical algorithmswere not modified. These computer
generated HTTFs were then plotted against life test temperature to form an
Arrhenius curve for each manufacturer/parttype.
3.6 SPECIAL TESTS
3.6.1 Flammability
Ten plastic encapsulateddevices of each type/manufact:Jrerwere subjected to
f_ammabilitytest as specified by MIL-STD-202Fmethod 111A. This entailed appli-
cation of a 2 in. flame from a propane torch to each part for 15 seconds, with
observationsmade of the numh_ of seconds it took for the plastic to ignite and
the number of seconds before the flame died out after remova_ of tne torch.
3.6.2 Humidity
Thirty plastic encapsulateddevices of each type/manufacturerwere subjected to
1000 hours of biased (SV) operatio,iat 85°C ana 85% relative humidity. Electri-
cal testing at 25°C was performeJat 2o 8, 16o 64, 256, and 1000 hours.
3.5.3 Autoclave
Thirty plastic encapsulateddevices of each type/manufacturerwere subjected to
96 hours of biased (SV) ooeration at 120°C and 15 psig steam. Electrical testing
at 25°C was performed at I, 4, 16, 32° 64, and 96 hours.
3.6.4 High TemperatureStorage
Late in the program, a small experimentwas performed to investigatethe possi-
bility that life performancecould be _mprovedby a Qre-screen consisting of higll
temperature storage to drive out any latent water imbedded in the plastic encap-
sulant. Three high temperature storage cells were establishedfor both the
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ManufacturerB and C CMOS _069 parts with 40 parts in _ach roll, The high
temperature storage cells were _s follows:
Screen #4 125 hours storage at 125°C
Screen #5 125 hours storage at 175°C
Screen #6 50 hours storage at 125°C
A total of 120 ManufacturerB CMOS 4069 parts and !20 Manufacturer C 4069 CMOS
parts were screened and then subjected to life testing under biased conditions
for 1000 hours at 4_°C wlth electricalmeasurements after 4, 16, 64, 256 and 10f_J
hours.
3.7 FAILURE ANALYSIS
3.7.1 Selection of Failure Analysis Samples
Due to the large quantitiesof failed parts, it was not feasible to perform
failure analysis on each failure. For this reason the failure data for each
failed part was examined in an effort to categorize failure mode by the exhibited
symptoms. Efforts were made to ensure that selected parts represented a cross
section of all life test/screencombinations. In this manner out of over 1100
failed parts 75 were selected for failure analysis.
3.7.2 Failure Analysis Techniques
3.7.2.1 Initial AnalsX_s_es_--Thebasic steps followed prior to dissection of the
parks were as follow_:
i. The environmen_histories of the parts were studied to enable understanding
of the various possible causes of failure.
2. The parts were electricallytested to verify the failure. This involved
either bench testing or _utomatic testing of the parts, sometimes requiring
environments comparableto those at _hich they failed, checking a_l signi_-
icant parameters to ensure results similar to original test failures. Fol-
lowing confirmationof failures, careful pin to pin curve trace,"measure-
ments were ,,adoto localizeor characterize the faults.
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3. Thoroug_ exterior examinations,aided by ,nicroscopes,were _onducled to
preclude the possibilityof external faults causing failure.
4. When channelingwas suspected (as a product of the electrical characteriza-
tion), the technique applied was high temperature storage of varying times
and temperatures (up to 22 he:,rsat 175°U, and up to 300 hours at 150°C_
followed by electrical testing. If self repair was evident following high
temperaturesto_age, channelingwas irfe*redas the cause of faiture.
3.7.2.2 Dissection Techniques--Thedissection techniquemost fr_,uently employ-
ed involved using emory paper sanding drums (i/2 i,_chdiameter) to grind away an
area directly above the dle to a depth such that the leads were not disturbed. A
frame was soldered to the external leads t_ provide a sol_d holder and the entire
assemblywas dipped for about 30 seconds in hot nitric acid (a 90% solution).
For resin coated dice a five-s_cond exposure to nitric acid and a 30-second
exposure to hot sulfuric acld was used. The acid removed the epoxy evenly at all
points, but exposed the Jie before totally exposing the lead frame. For both
nitric and sulfuric acids, only acetone was employed as a rinse, since water
would have caused excessive metallizationdamage. Another dissection technique
infrequentlyemployed was to Jse an acid resistant cement to coat the leads and
package (except directly above the die) prior to acid exposure. Although these I!l
techniquesworked well to expose the die and leads, entire renoval of epoxy
without damaging the die or lead frame was sometimes difficult if n_t impossible. 1
This was particularlytrue of devices which for various reasons had shorted
Junctions or burned _etallizations. In most cases though, epoxy removal was
sufficient to enable identificationof failure causes.
i
i
Following dissectionof the parts, autopsy efforts proceeded using standard
techniquessuch as visual iaspection,micro-manipulatorprobing, and SEM examin-
ations. Bond pulling, die shearing,metallurgical seceloning,and other de-
structive tests were performed as needed to provide supplemental information.
Failure causes were identifiedaad documented,and succeedingfailures were
analyzed to the point required to provide a high degree of confidence that the
same failure cause as previouslydocumentedwas repeated.
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_ TEST RESULTS
4.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Performanceof the test program was accomplishedin three separate phases, each
of which resulted in significantfindings. These phases were:
o initial screening
o Life testing
o Special tests
4.1.1 Summary of Initial Screening Results
Yields achieved in the initial screeningranged f;om 99% for the ManufacturerA
bipolar 74LS194 microcircuitsin _he screen 2 group, to 56% for the Manufacturer
B type 2N2222 transistors in the Screen 2 group. The use or non-use of burn-in
turned out to be not significant,b_cau e the majority of screening failures
occurred at the electricalmeasurements preceding burn-in, although there were
some failures that occurred while the parts were actually under power in the
burn-in ovens.
The importantpoint is that there were no clear t_ends in the screening program
which would point to any one screen as an important factor in the reliability
assuranceof plastic encapsulatedsemiconductors. Probably the most significant
finding wa_ that the double electrical screen espoused by some of the users of
plastic encapsulatedsemiconductorsturned out to be effective before burn-in
(consideringthat measurement at 25°C and i00°C constitutesdouble electrical
screening)but turned up only three part failures for just one part type when
applied after burn-in. Thus the most effective screening practice apparent from
the initial screening program was *he use of electricalmeasurement at two
temperatures:25°C and i00°C. Burn-in did not seem to be a particularlyeffec-
tive screen, and burn-i,1at 125°C was particularlydamaging to the ManufacturerB
type 741 op amps, causing the entire group of 345 parts to fail catastrophically.
The cost trade-off study performed on various screeningoptions showed that if
plastic encaosulatedsemiconductorswere subjected to the three screens used on
31
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this program their co_,twould exceed the cost of JAN Class B hermeticallyscaled
devices. See Section 4.2.2 for the detailed analysis.
4.1.2 Summary of Life Testin_ Results
Several significantfindings resulted from the life test experiment. First, it
was observed that there was no particular consistent improvement in life test
reliability as a result of any one initial screen that was previously applied to
the parts. This was particularlymanifested by the fact that consistent Arrhen-
ius curves could not be plotted for any of the part types. Instead it appeared
that no matter what the previous screen had been, the log-normalfailure distri-
butions had completely independentmedian times to failure at each of the three
life test temperatures of 40°C, 70°C and 125°C.
This inconsistencyin the Arrhenius curves prevented any meaningful determin-
ation of the activationenergies of the plastic encapsulatedsemiconductors
tested, and tends to Indicate that the failure mechanisms of plastic encapsulated
semiconductorsare unscreenableusing acceleratedtemperature tests.
A second important observationwas made for the Manufacturer B type 741 op amps,
which appeared to demonstratewearout failures in relatively short test times,
even for the parts that were life tested at 40°C. This particular group of parts
exhibited early catastrophicfailures during the initial screening at 125°C
burn-in, and thus it is not surprising that the poor performa_ce of this part
type as a whole carried over into the life testing. For this manufacturer, there
appears to be a combinationaleffect between the linearmicrocircuit structur_
and the plastic encapsulantthat Induces early failure under the conditions of
life testing or burn-inwith bias voltage applied.
A final observation of interest is that for some of the part types the 40°C life
test appeared to cause the largest number of failures. This Is s_" sing
because of the generally accepted bel4ef that semiconductorfailures are time
temperaturedependent. Appare,,cly,for plastic encapsulatedsemiconductors,
this time-temperaturedependence is modulated by other failure mechanisms
derived from the plastic emcapsulant,such that the normal time-temperature
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Arrhenius rate relationshipsare no longer valid. The impact of this result is
that acceleratedtemperaturestress screening (such as burn-in) which is predi-
cated on ti_istime-temperaturedependence becomes invalid as a ,sefu] screen for
plastic encapsulatedsemiconductorsthat behave in the manner observed on this
program.
4.1.3 Summary of Special Test Results
4.1.3.1 Flammability-Althoughall of the part types could be made to ignite by
applicationof the propane torch for 15 seconds, the duration of the flames after
removal of the torch was quite variable from device type to device type. Most
surprisingwas the observationthat the Manufacturer B plastic encapsulantwas i
the best at self-extinguishingthe flame after removal of the torch: of the
thirty parts tested, only one would Rhow flame after removal of the torch and
this only for one second. The other 29 parts all showed a flame duration of zero
seconds, as compared to up to 6 seconds for several other part types. This is
surprisingbecause the ManufacturerB parts exhibited the highest incidenceof
catastrophicfailures that caused ignition of the plastic encapsulant. Appar-
ently, the ignitionof the plastic during screen testing and life testing was
caused by device failure considerationsrathe_ than a flammabilityproclivity of
the encapsulant.
See Section 4.4.1 for the details of this test.
4.1.3.2 Humiditx-The applicationof the humidity environment to 30 o¢ each part
type in biased operation resulted in no failures at a_I for the ManufacturerA
bipolar 74LS194 devices but resulted in ove_ half of each of the 2N2222 tran-
sistor types failing. Both CMOS types had nearly the same number of failures (4
and 5) and both 741 op amp types had nearly the same number of failures (3 and i).
These results proved to be inconclusivein terms of the use of humidity as a
qualificationscreen, since it was not observed that the significantdifferences
that occurred in life testing were reflected from the predictions that could be
made from the results of the humidity testing. See Section 4.4.2 for the details
of this test. li
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4.1.3.3 Autoclave-This test was performed with 30 parts of each part type
biased at 5 volts, while exposed to an environment of 120°C and 15 psig of steam.
Again, the results showed the manufacturer A bipolar 74LS194 device to be almoLt
impervious to the environment, while the other part types experienced fair to
poor performance. Again, the 2N2222 transistor types from both manufacturers
experienced large numbers of failures (28 and 30). The CMOStypes experienced
larger numbers of failures than for the humidity test (18 and 9) and the 741 op
amps also experienced more failures but of roughly the same order of magnitude (8
and ii). It was not seen that autoclave would be a meaningful qualification
test, since it did not seem to predict the performance that occurred during the
life testing portion of the program. See Section 4.4.3 for the details of this
test.
4.1.3.4 Hiqh TemperatureStorage-The results of the high temperature storage
test disprovedthe hypothesisthat pre-bakingthe parts at elevated temperature
would drive out any possible contaminantsand thereby improve Lhe reliabilityof
the parts. It was found instead that the most severe bake (125 hours at 175°C)
resulted in the largest number of failures and these were due to channelling,
apparently a result of the presence of contaminantsderived from the p]astic
encapsulant. The other text cells used (125 hours at 125°C and 50 hours at
125°C) resulted in fewer failures, but channelling still did occur for all of the
test conditionsexcept for the Manufacturer C 4069 CMOS devices which experienced
no life test failures after the bake at 125°C for 50 hours.
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4.2 DETAILS OF SCREEN TEST RESULTS
4.2.1 Initial screening Program
All parts were subjected to electrical screening and two-thirds of the parts were
subjectedto additional environmentalscreening prior to committing the parts to
the life test experiment. The intent of the screeningwas to investigatepos-
sible screens that could be applied to plastic encapsulatedsemiconductors. The
life test experimentwas intended to determine the effectivenessof each of the
screeningroutines in reliability assurance of plastic encapsulatedsemiconduc-
tors.
The 1035 plastic encapsulatedparts of each manufacturertype wer_ divided into
345 parts for each of three screen conditions as described in section 3. Table
4-1 summarizes the failures that occurred in each of the screens, for each of the
part/manufacturertypes. It can be seen that with the exception of the 125°C
burn-in screen for the Manufacturer B linear 741 op amps, the yield for all of
the parts was quite higi_and easily produced the desired 225 good parts needed
for the life test experiment.
It turned out that with the above-mentionedexception,the use or non-use of a
burn-in had practicallyno effect on the number of parts that survived the
screens. The electricalmeasurementsmade before burn-in interceptednearly all
of the failed parts, with only 3 parts failing at post-burn-inelectricalmea-
surement. An additional33 parts failed during the actual burn-in and had to be
removed from the ovens.
Figures 4-1 through 4-7 show the points in the screeningflow at which the
failures occurred. The most significantfinding evident from these figures is
that the measurement of functional m_d dc parameters at i00°C caught a sizable
number of parts that had passed the 25°C measurements. None of the screening
failures occurred at the post-burn-inmeasurement at 70°C following the 100°C
m_asurement.
It appears from the screening data that the burn-in test was ineffectivein
interceptingfreak population parts failures, but that the elevated temperature
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electricalmeasurements were very effective. This conclusion would be a very
fortuitous circum_tanc_for n1_,_
_ _.....c encapsulated seniconductors,slnce elevated
temperatureelectrical testing is much less expensive than is burn-in testing.
Table 4-i: Initial Screening Failures
NUMBER OF FAILURES DURING
INITIALSCREENING
Screen Screen 2 Screen 3
Part Type _No Burn-In[ (70°C Burn-lnI _125£C Burn-ln)
MFR A
(74LS 194) 7 3 5
MFR B
(4069) 12 36 38
MFR C
(4069) 5 12 18
MFR B
(741) 50 6 Aborted
MFR D
(741) 41 35 13
MFR B
(2N2222) 50 54 29
MFR E
(2N2222) 9 6 5
Note: Each cell started with 345 parts i
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Figure 4-4 MFR. B 741 OP AMP Initial Screening Failures
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4.2.2 Screening Cost Analysis and Trade Study
As a vehicle to scope the cost advantages of thc u_e of plastic encapsulated
semiconductors,a cost study was performed on the relative costs of procuring
semiconductorsin hermeticallysealed JAN (Class B) form versus the cost of use
of the same device types in plastic encapsulatedform.
In the case of JAN parts, there is little additionalwork that must be performed
after purchase of the parts, since they come already screened to stringent
military specificationrequirements. Generally, even JAN parts are subjected to
a I00% measurement of electrical parameters and functionalityat 25°C as a part
of ir=omingreceiving inspection. The total cost ot these parts by the time they
are i,_manufacturing stores ready for production use is thus the total of the
purchase price plus the electrical test cost.
Using high speed automatic testers, the typical test cost at receiving inspection
is 20¢ per part for digital microcircuits and transistorsand 50¢ per part for
linear microcircuits. Thus, the total in-bin cost for JAN w rsions of the four
device types employed on this program would be as follows:
jAN Class B
1000 Quantity JAN Class B
Purchase Cost Per Part Total Cost
JAN Part Part Type Per Part Test Cost Per Part
M38510/30601 54LS194A $ 4.50 $ 0.20 $ 4.70
M38510/17401 CD4069 $15.00 $ 0.20 $15.20
M385]0/I0101 741 $ 5.00 $ 0.50 $ 5.50
JANTXV2N2222A ,._2222 $ 1.05 $ 0.20 $ 1.25
These costs can be compared to the comparablecosts to procure and test plastic
encapsulatedsemiconductorsin such a manner that a similar degree of reliability
assurance is provided. An analysis was made of the cost of performing each of
the three screens (_escribedin this Lest program.
Assume that I000 parts are to be subjected to a screen. The cost to perform the _"
screen would be as follows:
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Cost Per Part
_' _94 _II
CD4069
2N2_2;
Screen #i
,.t
Elertrical Measurement at 20°C $ 0.20 $ 0.50
Electrical Measurement at lO0°C 2.00 2.30
Total Cost per part (Screen #I) $ 2.20 $ 2.80
Screen #2 or Screen #3
ElectricalMeasurement at 25°C $ 0.20 $ 0.50
ElectricalMeasurement at i00°C 2.00 2.30
TemperatureCycle .06 .06
Burn-in Board Fab 10.72 I0.7Z
(2 parts per socket)
Burn-in at 70°C or 125°C 1.91 1.91
Double ElectricalMeasurement @ i00°C 4.00 4.60
Double ElectricalMeasurement @ 70°C 4.00 4.60
Total Co_t per part (Screen _2 or #3) $22.89 $24.69
The total in-bin cost for the four plastic encapsul_teddevice types employed on !
this program would be as follows:
1000 _uantity Screening Cost Total Cost
Part Type Purchase Cost Screen #i Scree:_#2 or 3 Screen #1 Screen #2
or #3
4LS194 $ 2.55 $ 2.20 $22.89 $ 4.75 $25.44
CD4069 0.22 2.20 22.89 2.42 23.11
741 0.27 2.80 24.69 3.07 24.96
2N2222 $ 0.11 _ 2.20 $22.89 $ 2.31 $23.00
The cost of the plastic encapsulatedversion can then be compared to t._ecost of
the equivalent hermeticallysealed version, as follows:
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In-Bin Cost
Plastic Encapsulated Hermetically
Part Type JAN E_quivalent Screen #1 Screen #2 or m3 Sealed JAN "B"
74LS194 M38510/30601 $ 4.75 $25.44 $ 4.70
' CD4069 M38510/17401 2.42 23.11 15.20
741 M38510/10101 3.07 L4.96 5.50
2N2222 JANTXV2N2222A 2.31 23.00 1.25
It should be noted that these costs do not include the normal parts engineering
support costs associatedwith operating a NASA reliability-assuredprogram.
While it is expected that these costs woula be greater for the plastic encapsu-
lated parts because of uncertaintiesin the continuing quality of plastic encap-
sulated devices, these costs could not be estimated in _ meaningful way that
would not bias the cost analysis, and hence the parts engineeringcosts were
_gnored.
The cost analysis shows that for the 74LS194 and the 2N2222, the burned-in JAN
Class B versions would be less expensive to use than plastic encapsulatedparts
screechedto the minimal screen of Screen #1 (no burn-in). For CD4069 and the 741
the Screen #1 plastic encapsulatedparts would be less expensive than the JAN
Class B equivalents.
If burn-in screen were added to the plastic encapsulated parts (Screen #2 or #3)
they would in all cases be more expensive than JAN Class B hermeticallysealed
parts. This cost desparity is primarily due to the small quantity handling and
setup costs for screening single lots of parts as opposed to the large quantity
production runs made by manufacturersof JAN Class B parts.
The earlier interim report on this contract indicated that if the manufacturer
performed the screening uf plastic encapsulatedparts, there would be a 2:1 cost
advantage in favor of plastic encapsulatedMSI bipolar TTL parts. ($2.99 as i'
compared to $_.00 for JAN class B parts), This difference disappearswhen
screeningmust be performed by the NASA user for small quantities of p_rts. I
I
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The conclusion evident from,this cost analysis is that the purported cost advan-
tage of plastic encapsulated semiconductcrsdisappears when even minimal reli-
ability assurance screening is applied, thus negating the principal advantage to
the use of plastic encapsulateddevices.
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4.3 DETAILS OF LIFE TEST RESULTS
4.3.1 74LS194 (Manufacturer A)
4.3.1.1 Life Test Results-Table 4-2 s_marizes the results of t_e life tests
performed on the ManufacturerA 74LS194 devices. These parts were TTL bipolar
devices and as can be seen, theye were very few failures in a,lyof the test cells.
At 40°C, it appears that the Screen 1 cell (no burr-in) performed better than the
cells which had had a burn-in performedprior to life testing. However, it is
felt that this is a statistical anomaly, since this situation is reversed at 70°C
life test, and at 125°C life tes_ it can be seen that the effect of the prior
burn-in is indeterminant. The very small number of part failures that occurred
with the 74LS194 devices prevented the plotting of the log-normal distribufions
for the various cells. Instead,the results point to the fact that the bipolar
LSTTL technology appears to be well capable of being used in high reliability
applicationsin the plastic encapsulatedform. The quantity of failures that
occurred is well within the number that could be expected from any hermetic parts
subjected to 4000 hours of life test under similar conditions. The difference,
of course, is that it is generallybelieved that burn-in at 125°C is necessary
for the reliability assuranceof hermetic devices. In the case of the plastic
encapsulateddevices, no such clear cut conclusionscan be drawn based on the
experimentaldata. The distributionof failures was very nearly ,he same for the
case of no burn-in, burn-in at 70°C, and burn-in at I75°C.
TABLE 4-2
74LS194 (ManufacturerA) Life Test Summary
Cumulative Failures
Screen Screen Screen
I 2 3
(No Burn-ln) (70°C Burn-ln) (1250 Burn-ln)
Life Test at 40°C 0 I 2
Life Test at 70°C 3 i 0
Life Test at 125°C i _ 1
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Thus, it would be recommendedthat for plastic encapsulated LSTTL microcircuits,
the cost of burn-in could be avoidea In Keeping witb the cost saving motivatlon
in using plastic encapsulatedparts in the first place. The importanttest
performed as a prescreen would be the use of 100% electrical test at two temper-
atures, 25°C and 70°C.
An additional finding that can be concluded from the results of the life test on
the 74LS194 devices is that the use of double electrical tests did not seem to
affect the reliability of the parts in subsequent life testing. Screen i parts
were subjected only to one pass of electrical measurements at each of the two
temperatures (25°C and lO0°C), while the Screen 2 and 3 parts were subjected to
two passes of electrical measurement at each of the test temperatures of 70°C and
lO0°C after burn-in in addition to the single pass 25°C and lO0°C electrical
measurements before burn-in. Yet there seems to be no difference in the number
of failures that occurred in the subsequent life testing.
The conclusion that can be drawn from the 74LS194 life test experiment is that:
e LSTTL devices are suitable for use in plastic encapsulatedform.
o Burn-in is not necessary as a _eliability assurance technique for
plastic encc_sulatedLS1-FLdevices.
o Double electrical testing seems to have no effect in improvement
of subsequent life test reliability.
o The most importantsingle screen that should be invoked for plas-
tic encapsulatedLSI'TLdevices is 100% electricalmeasurement at
two temperatures.
4.3.1.2 Failure Analxsis Results for ManufacturerA Bipolar 74LS194-Of the 9
ManufacturerA parts that failed on life test, 6 were subjectedto failure
analysis with the result that all of them retested good when they were electri-
cally tested as the initial step in failure analysis. It can only be postulated
that the parts experiencedr:covery from the influenceof the life test environ-
ment in the time period between removal from life test and submittal to failure
analysis. The possibilitythat the parts were erroneouslymeasured as failures
was discounted by the fact that each part that failed was subjected to several
cycles of socket insertionand retest before being declared to be a failed part.
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The failure analysis results reinforce the conclusion that the bipolar technol-
ogy represenLs a high inLegrityt_ch,olugy in tileplastic _ncapsulated _onfigur-
ation.
4.3.2 CMOS 4069 (ManufacturerB)
4.3.2.1 Life Test Results-T_ble 4-3 summarizes the results of the life tests
performed on the CMOS 4069-type devices manufacturedby Manufacturer B. Two
significantfindings can be concluOed from this table. First, it can be seen
that for the life tests performad at 40°C and 70°C, there is a marked decrease in
the number of failures that occurred in the cells that were burned in at 125°C
prior to life testing. This implies that a 168 hour burn-in at 125°C would be a
necessary screen test to be applied to this manufacturer'sCMOS parts. However,
there is a hazard in applying this finding. For the life test cell that was life
tested at 125°C, the cell that was previo,,slyburned in at 125°C experienced a
large number of failures after only two hours of life test. This implies that
the 125°C stress probably is too severe for either the plastic encapsulant or the
die itself.
TABLE 4-3
Life Test Data Summary for Manufacturer B r_MOS4069
CumulativeFailures
Screen 1 Screen ^ Screen 3
(Burn_In (Burn_In
(No Burn-ln) at 70vC) at 125vC)
Life Test at 40°C 34 38 17
Life Test at 70°C 59 55 32
Life Test at 125°C 58 51 72
Most significantly,of course, the large number of failures that occurred in each
of the test cells indicates that the plastic encapsulatedCMOS devices from
Manufacturer B should not be used at all in high reliability applicaticns.
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This position is borne out by analysis of the log-normal distribution plots made
from the statistical analyses of the failure data. Table 4-4 shows the results
of the life test at each electrical measurement increment in time. From these
data, a statistical analysis was made of the shape of the log-normal distribu-
tion, and the median time-to-failure was computed. The log-normal distributions
are shown in Figures 4-8 through 4-10. The computer printouts of the log-normal
distribution analyses are located in the appendix. The summary of the median
times to failure is shown in Table 4-5.
TABLE 4-5
Median Time-to-Failure for Manufacturer B CMOS4069
Median Time-to-FailureIHours)
Screen 1 }creen 2 Screen 3
(No Burn-ln) (70% Burn-ln) (iZ5°C Burn-ln)
Life Test at 40°C 1.01X 104 7.59 X 104 1.41X 109
Life Test at 70°C 6.05 X 102 6.53 X 102 2.78 X 104
Life Test at 125°C 4.95 X 102 4.31X 102 1.8
In Figure 4-8, it can be seen that for _he parts that were life tested at 40°C,
the 70°C prior bur in seemed to result in the least reliable parts. Failures
occurred the earliest for this cell. Next in failure occurrence was the cell
that was burned-ln at 125°C, although this cell experie,ced the highest median
time to failure, 1.4 X 109 hours. Finally, the cell that experienced no burn-ln
showed the lowest initial rate of failure, although the median time-to-failure
was the lowest because of a large number of failures that occurred later in the
testing. This same trend also occurred with the 70°C ahd 125°C life test groups,
where the 125°C burn-in or the 70°C burn-in cells experienced the largest number
of early failures. In fact, as can be seen from Figure 4-3, the 1250 burn-_n
resulted in an exorbitant number of failures in the 125°C life test cell, indi-
cating that either the plastic encapsulant or the basic semiconductordie struc-
ture is not suited for operation at 125°C. Figure 4-11 is an Arrhenius plot of
the data resultinq from the ManufacturerB CMOS 4069-type devices.
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TABLE 4-4 INCREMENTALF_ILURE DISTRIBUTION FOR
MANUFACTURER B 4069 CMOS
LIFE TEST FAILURES
40°C LIFE TEST SCREEN I SCREEN 2 SCREEN 3
INCREMENT (HOURS) (NO _URN-IN) (700C BURN-IN) (1250C BURN-IN)
2 3 13 7 L
8 2 I 0
16 2 4 0
64 10 0 O
256 I 3 2
i000 3 0 0
2000 3 3 C
4000 lO i4 2
TOTAL 34 38 17
70°C LIFE TEST
INCREMENT (HOURS)
2 4 14 3 '
8 i 0 i
16 I 8 I
64 3 21 3
Z56 2 3 4
1000 43 0 6
2000 2 I 3
4000 3 8 II
TOTAL 5T _ 32
125°C LIFE TEST
INCREMENT (HOURS)
2 4 12 46
2 0 0
16 0 12 o
64 3 5 i0
256 36 8 l0
lOOO 0 4 0
2000 4 2 0
4000 9 8 0
TOTAL b"_- _
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It can be seen that only the 125°C burn-in data presents a reasonable Arrhenius
plot. For the other burn-in temperatures,the data are inconclusiveas to tl,.
activationenergy of the part type. This inconsistencyin the Arrhenius plot for
two out of three burn-in conditions tends to indicate that there is no unifying
pattern to the performanceof the ManufacturerB CMOS device types as a result of
the experiment. This degree of inconsistencywould not be expected at all for
predictablywell made parts of a hermetic encapsulation,and reinforces the
position that the CMOS technology is unsuitablefor high reliability applica-
tions in the pldstic encapsulatedconfiguration.
4.3.2.2 Failure AnaIxsis Results-Of the total of 416 ManufacturerB CMOS 4069
parts that failed during life testing, 17 were selected for failure analysis
based on the number of parts that failed at each increment of time. Failure
analysis was performed for one part from each cell and time increment for which
the number of failures was 10 or more parts. The breakdown of the failure
analysis results showed the following:
o Open metallization- ground or Vdd line 11 parts
o Surface inversionor channeling (retested 4 parts
good after baking out)
o Catastrophicallyburned - unable to 1 part
analyze
o Kirkendall voiding I part
The reason for the open metallizationstripes could not be determined. It was
postulated that the internal leakage current caused by channelling could have
progressed to the point where PNPN action could have taken place in the internal
diffused structures.
The incidence of channellingas evidenced by the recovery of t_e four parts after
being baked for 16 to 450 hours is felt to be a significantdetriment to the use
of CMOS devices in plastic encapsulatedconfiguration. Apparently there are
co,ltaminantsburied in the plastic encapsulant that can be driven into the CMOS
structure sufficientlyto alter the normal CMOS bias conditions. It appears that
this conditionwas aggravatedby the fact that CMOS devices operate at extremely
low levels of bias current, which caused the additional leakage currents to
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create major disruptions in the normal operating conditions of the CMOS struc-
tLzres.
The Kirkendall voiding failure probably was caused by a combinationof high Idd
current and high temperatureat the oond site due to the high curre,lt. The fact
that Kirkendall voiding could occur at all is a reminder that gold.aluminum bonds
are prevalent in plastic encapsulated semiconductorsand represent an uncon-
trolled source of failures not generally present in high integrity hermetically
sealed parts.
4.3.3 CMOS 4069 (ManufacturerC)
Z
4.2.3.1 Life Test Results-
Table 4-6 summarizes the life test results for the Manufacturer C CMOS 4069
parts. The number of failures in each cell was significantlyless than for the
Manufacturer B CMOS 4069 parts, and the distributionof failures was much as
would be expected, with the 125°C life test showing the largest number of fail-
ures. A significantlylarger number of failures occurred for the 40°C life test
parts that had previously been burned-in at 125°C, than for the parts that had
not been burned-ln or had been burned-in at 70°C.
TABLE 4-6
Life Test Data Summary for ManufacturerC CMOS 4069
CumulativeFailures
Screen i Screen 2 Screen 3
(Burn:In (Burn_In
(No Burn-ln) at 70uC) at 125%)
Life Test at 40°C 4 6 17
Life Test at 70°C 3 6 5
Life Test at 125°C 18 25 17
The distributionof failures as a function of time is tabulated in Table 4-7 and
plotted in Figures 4-12 through 4-14. For the 40°C life test (Figure 4-12), the
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TAB!.E 4-7 INCREMENTALFAILURE DISTRIBUTION FOR
MANUFACTURERC 4069 CMOS
LIFE TEST FAILURES
40°C LIFE TEST SCREEN i SCREEN 2 SCREEN 3 _
INCREMENT(HOURS) (NO BURN-IN) (70°C BURN-IN) (125°C BURN-IN) .,
2 0 I 3
$ 0 0 i ,'
16 0 0 _ :
64 0 0 i
L56 I 4 I
1000 i 0 3
2000 2 0 4
4000 0 I
- t
TOTAL 4 6 17
70°C LIFE TEST
INCREMENT(HOURS_
2 O 3 u
8 0 0 0
16 0 0 0
64 0 I 0
256 0 2 3
iO00 0 0 I
2000 3 0 0
4000 0 0 i
TOTAL T T T
!25°C LIFE TEST
INCREMENT (HOURS)
2 3 0 0
B I 1 I
16 0 i i
64 4 '2 O
256 5 7 I0
I000 4 5 2
2000 I 9 i
4000 0 0 _
TOTAL _ _ ;"7- _
ii
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distribution of failures is as would be expected. The 125°C burn-in parts failed
at a greater rate than did the 70°C burn-in parts, and the no-burn-in parts
failed at a much slower rate. However, calculation of the median time_ to
failure using the statistical analysis program resulted in anomalousfindings as
shown in Table 4-8. It was found that for the 70°C and 125°C burn-i,1screen "
parts, the median time-to-failurewas greatest for the parts life tested at
70°C, with the result that the Arrhenius curves have the meaningless shapes shown
in Figure 4-15. Thus there can be no conclusions concerningthe relative merit
of burn-in as a pre-screenuseJ prior to life testing.
TABLE 4-8
Median Time-to-Failurefor Manufacturer C CMOS I069 •
Median Time-to-FailureIHoursl
Screen i }creen 2 _creen 3
(No Burn-ln) (70vC Burn-ln) (125vC Burn-ln)
Life Test at 40°C 5.3 X 106 1.7 X 109 2.6 X 106 =
Life Test at 70°C * 1.6 X I0II 2.4 X 1011 '
Life Test at 125°C 1.1X 105 9.6 X 103 5.0 X 104
* Insufficientnumber of failures to predict.
The unexpectedlylow median tlme-to-failurefor the 40°C life test parts may
possibly be attributedto the fact that for CMOS the internallygenerated heat is
so low that in a 40°C life test there is insufficientheat to drive off any
internal contaminants.
4.3.3.2 Manufacturer C 4069 Failure Analysis Results-Of the 101 Manufacturer C
4069 CMOS parts that failed during life testing, 9 were subjected to failure
analysis,one from each of the life test cells and time increments that had 3 or
mo_'efailures. The breakdown of the failure analysis results is as follows:
o Open Metallization- Ground or Vdd Line 4 part_
o Burned package I part
o Surface inversionor channelling 4 parts ._
i
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As in the previous case, the channelling is indicativeof a serious problem in
the use of plastic encapsulationfor CMOS parts, since it appears that some
contaminantresulting from the plastic encapsulant is influencingthe perform-
ance of the CMOS devices. The open metallizationfailures are again felt to be a
possible result of the increased leakage currents in the CMOS structurescaused
by contamination,and the burned part was merely a result of the heating caused
by the high currents that were manifested in some devices by open metallization.
4.3.4 741 OperationalAmplifier (ManufacturerB)
4.3.4.1 Life Test Results-Table 4-9 summarizes the life test results for the
ManufacturerB 741 op amps. Only the screen 1 and screen 2 parts were available
for life testing, since none of the screen 3 (125°C burn-in) parts survived the
initial burn-in screen. As a result, it is nnt surprisingthat extended life
testing performed on the 70°C burn-in parts resulted in the test being aborted
early in the life test due to the parts catastrophicallycatching fire in the
life test ovens. Table 4-10 shows the way the life test failures were distri-
buted with time.
TABLE 4-9
Life Test Data Summary for Manufacturer B 7410p Amps
Cumulative Failures
Screen 1 }creen 2 Screen 3
(No Burn-ln) (70_C Burn-ln) (125°C Burn-ln)
Life Test at 40°C 12 71 2/
Life Test at 70°C 12 _I.1/ _.22/
Life Test at 125°C 61 __i.1/ _22/
__I/Test aborted - parts began catching fire
.2/ No parts survived Burn-ln at 125°C
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TABLE 4-i0 INCREMENTALFAILURE DISTRIBUTIONFOR
MANUFACTURER B 741 OP AMP
LIFE TEST FAILURES
40°C LIFE TEST SCREEN i SCREEN 2
INCREMENT (HOURS) (NO BURN-IN) (70°C BURN-IN)
2 0 0
8 0 0
16 3 0
64 0 0
256 1 0 ',
i000 I 5 :,
2000 ! 21
4000 6 45
TOTAL T_- _
70°C LIFE TEST
INCREMENT(HOURS)
2 0 0
8 0 i
16 i 0
54 2 i
256 0 37
I000 1 -
2000 0 -
4000 8 -
TOTAL 1"Z-
(Test aborted)
125°C LIFE TEST
INCREMENT(HOURS)
2 0 1
8 0 I
16 3 4
64 2 43
256 i 22
I000 I0 -
2000 22 -
4000 23 -
TOTAL _
(Test a_orted)
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The 70°C burn-in parts that were life tested at 40o experiencedno failures
until 1000 hours, at which time fiv_ failure,;occurred. Then at 2000 hours
an additional21 Tarts failed, and after 4000 hours an additional45 parts
failed, bringing the total to 71 parts. Inis indicates that the parts went
into wear out at around 1000 hours. Apparently, there is a fundamentalfailure
mechanism in the plastic/linearsemiconductorstructure that leads to regenerative
degradation in such a manner that in time the parts overheat to the point
of ignitionof the plastic encapsulant. This pattern of early wear out was
also observed for the other five test cells that survived initial burn-in.
Figures 4-16 through 4-18 depict the log-normaldistributionsfor the 40°C,
70°C and 125°C life test cells using parts with no burn-in and burned-in
at 70°C. It can be seen that in each case plotted, the parts went into wear
out before the _nd of the 4000 hour life test. Table 4-11 summarizesthe
median tim_ to failure for each distribution,and Table 4-12 summarizes the
estimated points on the log-normaloistributioncurves where wearout began.
These points were plotted on an Arrnenius curve with the results shown in
Figure 4-19.
In oraer to analyze the performance of the Manufacturer 3 741 op amps without
the disturbing influenceof the wear out mechanism, the log-normaldistributions
were subjected to statisticalanalysis with the near out failures removed.
This resulted in calculation of the median times to failure shown in Table 4-13.
These data were then plotted on an Arrhenius o,rw {Figure4-20) to show
the extrapolatedpprformance of the parts when operated within reduced temperature
imits such that the wear out mechanism wuuld not be activated.
TABLE 4-11
Median Time-to-Failurewit_ Wearout Failures Included.
Median Time-to-Failure(:;ours)
Screen I _creen 2 S_reen 3(No Burn-In) (70 C Burn-ln) (125 C Burn-ln)
Life Test at 40°C 1.9 X 108 Screens 2 and 3 cells
Life Test at 70°C 1.0 X 107 aborted due to parts
Life Test at IZ5°C 2.0 X 103 catching fire.
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TABLE 4-12
Onset of Wear Out for ManufacturerB 7410p Amps
Wear Out Begins (Hours1
No Burn-ln 70°C Burn-ln
40°C Life Test 3500 1000
70°C Life Test 2500 64
125°C Life Test 600 8
)
TABLE 4-13
Median Time-to-FailurefG_ Manufacturer B 741 Op Amps
With Wearout Failures Removed
Median lime-to-Failure (Hours1
Screen I _creen 2 _creen 3(No Burn-ln) (70 C Burn-ln) (!25_C Burn-ln)
Life Test at 40°C 4.59 X 1011 Screens 2 and 3 cells
Life Test at 70°C 2.1 X ICg aborted due to parts
Life Test at 125°C 1.6 X 108 catching fire.
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The overriding conclusion that must be drawn from the results of the life
test _°_"+ ,_ op amps is that the_e parts are^ ......_ _ on the Manufacturer _ " '
totally unsuited for use in any high reliability or elevated temperature
applications.
4.3.4.2 Manufacturer B Failure Analxsis Results for 7410p Amp-Of the 310
Manufacturer B 741 op amps that failed, one non-catastrophic failure was selected
for failure analysis from each of the test cells and li(e test increments for
which the number of failures was 3 or greater for a total of i0 parts. The
results of the analysis of these I0 parts was as follows:
o Retest good 8 parts
o Apparent ElectricalOverstress 1 part
o Gain Slightly Low 1 part
The retest good parts were found to have failed originally because of slightly I
fout of limit gain values, and upon retest several months later they were found to
f
have gain values within limits.. One part did not retest good but was found still
to exhibit the marginal gain value which was typical of the other failures.
Baking of this part did not affect the test results. The cause of the marginal
gain could not be determined.
The part which exhibited electrical overstresswas typical of the parts which
were felt to have experiencedwearout during the life testing. It appears that
at some time in the course of life testing, each of the wearout failures went
into a high current drain mode in which an internal areakdownoccurred from the
V+ pin to an adjacentmetallization run resulting in excessive supply current
flowing.
i
4.3.5 741 OperationalAmplifier (ManufacturerD) 1
I
4.3.5.1 Life Test Results-Table 4-14 summarizes the life test results for the t
ManufacturerD 741 op amps. It was found that there was not an excessive number V
of failures for this manufacturer. !
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TABLE 4-14
Life Test Data Summary for ManufacturerD 741 Op Amps
CumulativL Failures I
, Screen 1 Screen 2 Screen 3 _,
No Burn-ln 70°C Burn-ln 125°C Burn-ln |
|i
L,fe Test at 40°C 10 5 4 I
Life Test at 70°C 7 I0 4
Life Test at 125°C 4 14 i3
Although it appears that the 40°C life test caused the largest number of
failures for the non-burn-in cell, anal>sis of the low-normal distribution
for the three life test cells (tabulatedin Table 4-15 and plotted in Figures
4-21 through 4-23) shows that the median time-to-Failurefor the no-burn-
in 40°C life test was the longest, as summarized in Table 4-16. In fact,
plotting the median time-to-failurefor the three no-burn-in life test cells
r_:,'ts in a typical Arrhenius curve as shown in Figure 4-24. Unfortunately,
th; -r,*,rmaldistributionsfor the 70°C burn-in and 125°C burn-in did not !
'"e| able Arrhenius curves In fact, the 125°C burn-in curve showed
!
a severe anomaly in that the median time-to-failureat i25°C life test was
2-1/2 oraers of magnitude bettel-than at 70°C life test.
TABLE 4-16
Median Time-to-Failurefor ManufacturerD 7410p Amps
Median Time-to-Failure IHours)
Screen I }creen 2 _creen 3
(No Burn-ln) (70vC Burn-ln) (125% Burn-ln)
!
Life Test at 40°C 2.8 X 1011 5.2 X 1012 1 5 X 1016
• |
Life Test at 70°C 1.2 X 109 3.6 X 108 2.8 X 109
Life Test at 125°C 3.6 X 108 1.6 X 107 _.I X 1011
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TABLE 4-15 INCKEMENTALFAILURE DISTRIBUTIONFOR
MANI.FACTIJRERD 741 OP AMPS
LIFE TEST FAILURES
40°C LIFE TEST SCREEN _ SCREEN 2 SCREEN 3
INCREMENT (HOURS) (NO BURN-IN) (70°C BURN-IN) (125°C
BURN-IN)
2 2 1 1
0 O 0
16 0 0 0
64 0 0 0
256 0 O 0
1000 0 1 0
2000 6 I 2
_000 2 2 1
TOTAL _ T T
70°C LIFE TEST
INCREMENT (HOUR3)
2 2 3 1
8 0 0 0
16 0 0 0
6_ 1 O 0
256 2 4 3
1000 I 1 0
2000 I 1 0
4000 0 1 0
TOTAl. T TO- T
125(_CLIFE TEST
INCREMENT (flOURS)
2 2 4 5
8 0 i 2
16 0 0 0
64 3 2 0
256 0 2 0
1000 4 2 0
2000 1 3 5
CO00 I 0 I
TOTAL T T'4-"
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None of the log-normal cur_es for the Manufacturer D 741 op amps show any sign
of wear out as occurrea witn the Manufacturer B 741 op amps. However other anoma-
lies were noted in the log-normal distribution curves. In Figure 4-22, note that
the 125°C burn-in parts have the lo_gest median time-to-failure and are distri-
buted nicely to the left of the other test cells. However, the 70°C burn-in cell
has the lowest median time to failure and is distributed to the right of the
no-burn-in parts.
In Figure 4-23 (125°C life test), it can be seen that the 125°C burn-in parts
initially failed at a more rapid rate than the 70)C burn-in or no-burn-in parts,
but then as the experimen_ p_og_essed failed at a slower rate, ending up with a
median time-to-failure much greater than the other two cells. Again, however,
the no-burn-in cell ended up with a better median time-to- failure than did the
70°C burn-it, cell.
The overall conclusion to be drawn from this anomalousdata is that burn-in is of
little value in improvingthe longevityof _he Manufacturer D 741 op amps.
4.3.5.2 Failure Analysis Results for ManufacturerD 7410p Amps-Ofthe 71
ManufacturerD 741-typeop amps that failed 10 were selected for failure analysis
based on one part from each life test cell and test time incrementfor which
there were 3 or more failures. All of the parts were found to be marginal
failures in the first place, having failed for being marginally Ijw in oren loop
gain or slightly out of limits in common mode rejection ratio. After cleaning
the leads of the parts, they all retested good.
4.3.6 2N2222 Transistor (ManufacturerB)
4.3.6.1 Life Test Results-Table 4-17 summarizesthe life test results for the
Manufact,rerB 2N222 transis ors. It is interestingto note that a large number
uf failures occurred in the 40°C life test cell for all three screen conditions:
no burn-in, 70°C burn-in and 125°C burn in. Apparent]y, the low ambient tempera-
ture did not provide enough heat to drive off moisture or other impurities,even
though the parts were life tested with a collector power dissipationof 250 fnW.
The thermal resistanceof the T0-92 plastic package is 4.8 mW/°C, or O.21°C/mW.
Thus, the internal power dissipation heating would raise the Junction t_npera-
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ture (250 mW) X (O.21°C/mW),or 53°C. The net junction temperature for the 40°C
life test was therefore 93°C, for the 70°C life test was 123°C, and for the !25°C
llfe test was 178°C. The l_tter two temperaturecondition_ apparently were high I
I
enough to vaporize and drive off any water that could be in the plastic package I,
I
and thus resulted in far fewer failures for the 70°C and 125°C life test cells.
i
T_BLE 4-17 !
Life Test Data Summary for Manufacturer B 2N2222 Transistor
Cumulative Failures
Screen 1 Screen 2 Screen 3
No Burn-ln 70°C Burn-in 125°C Burn-ln
/
l
i
Life Test at 40°C 28 23 24
Li_e Test at 70°C g 3 11
Life Test at 125°C 5 6 6
• 4
I
The 40°C life test cells also showed signs of the onset of wear-out at around
2000 hours, since the log-normaldistributions (taUulatedin Table 4-18 and C
plotted in Figures 4-25 through 4-27) showed a significantdeparture from the
pattern established in the two hour to 2000 hour time period. The large number
of failures that occurred permitted the statisticalanalysis program to be run
and calculate the median times to failure for the three cells. The initial
tabulation is shown in Table 4-19. However, because of the jnset of wear out
after 2000 hours, the calculationswere repeated with the 4000 hour data points
deleted. This resulted in the tabulationshown in Table 4-20. These data were
then plotted on Arrhenius curves as shcwn in Figure 4-28.
It can be seen that the resultantArrhenius curvec do not make sense, and the
data indicate that other factors besides the tlme-tm,oerature rate relationship
are governing the failure dlstr_butlons. TMa Inconsistencyof tne data leads to
the concluslon that burn-in or the absence of burn-in has little influence in the
long t(r_ reiiabilityof ManufacturerB plastic encapsulatedtransistors.
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TABLE 4-18 INCREMENTALFAILURE DISTRIBUTIONFOR
_,_NUFACTURERB 2N2222 TRANSISTOR
LIFE TEST FAILURES
40°C LIFE TEST SCREEN i SCREEN 2 SCREEN 3
INCREMENT (HOURS) (NO BURN-IN) (70°C BURN-IN) (125°C BURN-IN)
2 13 2 7
8 I 0 0
16 0 2 0
64 0 i 5
256 0 0 0
1000 3 0 i
2000 1 0 0
;000 i0 ].8 ]I
TOTAL 2-'-'8- 23 2"-'4-
70°C LIFE TEST
INCREMENT (HOURS}
Z 3 0 I
8 0 1 2
16 2 0 0
64 3 0 O
256 0 0 O
I000 0 2 I
2000 0 0 O
400C i 0 7
TOTAL T T 1I-
12b°C LIFE TZST
INCREMENT (HOURS)
2 i 0 3
B 0 0 I
16 0 ! i
64 I 0 0
256 0 0 0
i000 2 0 ]
_.000 1 1 0
4000 0 4 O
TOTAL T T -'_'-
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TABLE 4-19
Median Time-to-Failurefor ManufacturerB 2N2222 Transistor
(Includes4000 Hour _ear Out Failures)
Median Time-to-Failure IHours)
Screen 1 Screen 2 Screen 3
(No Burn-ln) (?O°C Burn-ln) (125°C Burn-ln)
Life Test at 40°C 1.3 X 108 2.1X 107 8.8 X 106
Life Test at 70°C 7.8 X 109 * 7.4 X 109
Life Test at 125°C 3.5 X 109 * 7.3 X 1015
*Not enough parts failed - regressionmodel rejected.
TABLE 4-20
Median Time-to-Failurefor ManufacturerB 2NL222 Transistor
(Deleted4000 Hour Wear Out Failures)
Median Time-to-_ailure (Hours1
Screen 1 _creen 2 _reen 3
(No Burn-ln) (70vC Burn-ln) (125 C Burn-ln)
Life Test at 40°C 2.1X 1014 3.0 X 10!2 1.1X 109
Life Test at 70°C 7.8 X 109 * 1.4 X 1014
Life Test at 125°C 3.5 X 109 * 7.3 X 1015
*Not enough parts failed - regressionmodel rejected.
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4.3.6.2 Failure Analxsis Results for Manufacturer B Transistor 2N2222--Of the
115 Manufacturer B 2N2222 transistors that failed during life test, 9 were
selected for failure analysis, one from each life test cell and time incr_nent
for which the number of failures was 3 or more. The breakdown of the failure
analysis results is as follows:
o Retest good 3 parts
o Retes* good after baking out (channelling) 4 parts
o Metal r'gration 2 parts
The fact that four parts recovered after being baked mt 150°] indicates that
there is a surface inversionor channellingfailure mechanism at work that
results from the presence of the plastic encapsulant. None of the hermetic parts
_ppeared to exhibit this failure mechanism. The other two categoriesof failures
can be attributedto varying degrees of *he channelling problem, in that metal
migration could occur if the channelling progressedto the point where excessive
collector current was drawn, and parts could retest good if the channellinghad
not progressed very far when the parts were removed from the test group for
analysis.
The occurence of channelling indicates a severe problem with the acceptance of
this part type in plastic encapsulatedform. It appears that the combinationof
the surface sensitive nature of high gain transistorscoupled with the possible
contaminantspresent in the plastic encapsulantrepresent an unscreenablerelia-
bility hazard.
4.3.7 2N2222 Transistor (ManufacturerE)
4.3.7.1 Life Test Results-Table 4-21 summarizesthe life test resJlts for the
Manufacturer E 2N2222 transistors. The actual distributionof all failures is
presented in Table 4-22. It is interestingto note that again the 125°C life
test did not cause the largest number of failures. Instead, the 40°C life tes_
and the 70°C life test resulted in the most failures. In addition, the 125°C
burn-in screen seemed to degrade the parts such that in each life test cell, the
125°C burn-in (Screen 3) showeC the largest number of failures. Both of these
results contradictthe expected results: it would be expected that 125°C burn-in
39
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screening would remove the most failure prone parts, and then 125°C life testing
would cause the most failu:es. Instead, the best performance was tur_ed in by
the cell ;hat received no burn-in screen _nd then was life tested at 12S°C.
TABLE 4-21
Life Test Data Summaryfor Manufacturer E 2N2222 Transistor
Cumulative Failures
Screen 1 Screen 2 Screen 3
No Burn-ln 70°C Burn-ln 125°C Burn-ln
Life Test at 40°C 10 9 12
Life Test at 70°C 7 11 18
Life Test at 125°C 2 5 10
The failure distributionsof Table 4-22 were plotted on log-normal distribution
curves as shown in Figures 4-29 through 4-31. The data were also subjected
to the statistical analysis program to result in the median time-to-failure
shown in Table 4-23. Plotting these median times-to-failureresulted in
the Arrhenius curves of Figure 4-32. The arro_ pointing upward from the
70°C point is intended to indicate that at 125°C the median time-to-Failure
probably is very large because of the extremely _mall number of failures
that occurred in the 175°C life test.
TABLE 4-23
_edian Time-to-Failurefor Manufacturer E 2N2222 Transistor
Median Time-to-FailureIHours)
Screen i _creen 2 Socreen3(No Burn-ln) (70_C Burn-ln) (125 C Burn-ln)
Life Test at 40°C 1.2 X 109 5.4 X 108 I.Z X 109
Life Test at 70°C 3.3 X 106 2.6 X 105 1.2 X 109
Life Test at 125°C ** "1.2 X 109 *9.2 X IU5
•Linear Reg_'essionModel was rejected
•*Only two parts failed - could not predict Median Time-to-Failure
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TABLE4-22 INCREMENTALFAILURE DISTRIBUTION FOR
l,IAi_urA_iUR_RE ...... T_^,_S"_
LIFE TEST FAILURES
40°C LIFE TEST SCREENi SCREEN2 SCREEN3
INCREMENT(HOURS) (NO BURN-IN) (70°C BURN-IN) (125°C BURN-IN)
2 I i 3
8 0 i I
16 0 I i
64 I i 0
_56 0 i 3
)00 3 0 2
2000 2 0 0
4000 3 4 P
TOTAL TO'- ""_'- _ i"
70°C LIFE TEST
INCREMENT(HOURS) i
2 o I i 1
8 1 0 i
16 1 5 6
64 0 0 0
256 2 0 0
1000 3 5 7
2000 0 0
4000 0 0 0
TOTAL T I"I-
1250C LIFE TEST
INCREMENT (HOURS)
2 0 0 I
8 0 I 4
16 2 z 3 i
64 0 0 0
256 0 0 0
i000 0 2 2
2000 0 0 0
4000 0 0 0
TOTAL _
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Figure 4-32
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4.3.7.2 Failure Analysis Results for Manufacturer E Transistor ?'_222_22-0f_he 84
Manufacturer E 2N2222 transistorsthat failed on life test, 13 were s_:ected for
failure analysis,one for each of the life .est cells and time incrementsfor
which the number of fa lures was 3 or greater. In addition, two hermetically
sealed parts that failed at 256 ho,lrsand 1000 hours on 40°u life test after
being burned-in at 125°C were subjected to failure analysis. The results of the
failure analysis were as follows:
S
Plastic Her_,etically
Encapsu- Sealed
lated
o Ret_sted good after baking at
•50vC (channelling) 10 parts I part ,
o Ret_sted §ood 2 parts
o Catastrophic failures 1 part i part
i
Again, the occurrence of channelling is indicated by the fact that the parts I
couid be made t_ recover by being baked at 150°C for several hours up to several
1
hundred hours. This indicatesthe presence of an instabilityin the surface that
could be possibly triggered by the presence of the plastic encapsulant. However,
it was no_ d that one of the hermetic parts also failed due to channelling,which
implies that the surface of the basic silicon die may incorporate a surface
contamincnt. In any event, it appears that the devices in the plastic encapsu-
lated configurationpresent an unacceptablyhigh reliability risk which is not
possible to ameliorateby screenlng.
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w.4 RESULTS OF SPECIAL TESTS
4.4.1 Flammability
This test was performed on 10 parts ]f each type and manufacturer to determine
the re]ative proclivity for flammabilityof the plastic encapsulant of the var-
ious device types. It was performed accordingwitt MIL-STD-202.Methcd 111A
which calls for application._ flame from a propane torch to each part _,,r15
seconds, with observationsmade both of th_ number of seconds required for the
parts actually to ignite and the number of seconds for the device flame to
extinguish after red,oval of the torch at the end of the 15 seconds. Table 4-24
summarizesthe '.ime onset the flames, it c_P b_ see:_thct there is no i
significantdifferencebetween the differentmanufacturers'_lastic encapsu- _'k
I
lants, with th, possible exception of the Marufact_r:r C 4069, for which one part
did not ignite at al_ by the end of the i_ _econds.
i
Table 4..Z5summarizesthe duratior!times for the flames _fter _emovai of the lJltorch. The most si_nificat_tfinding was that each of the ItanufacturerB part
types extinguishedimmed'_tely. This is indicativeof the Dnsslbility that it
would be very difficult to cause these parts to burn LJ{_J_e to p_rt o_.,-heating.
Yet this very failuremechanist :;asobserved for a nJnber of the _nu#acturer B
4069s and 741s. This means that the ignitionof the pla:;ticin those c_ses was
due to intense and sustainedoverheatingof the parts.
It is _ot felt that this flammibi'itytest was a useful discriminato_between
part types in terms of an evaluation or qualificationtest that could be aapJied
to parts being consideredfor use in a program. The dlfferences are not that
s!gnifican_and the meaning of th_ relu'ItSin terms of ultimate de_ice reliabilty
is not clear.
F
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Table 4-24 FlammabilityTest Measurements
i"
Time to Onset of Flames (seconds) _
,(
Mfr _ Mfr B Mfr C _lfrB Mfr D Mfr B Mfr E
74LS194 4069 4069 741 741 2N2222 2._2222 •
Ma :um 7 8 15 12 11 6 10
Av_..'age 6 6.5 11.2 8.9 8.2 4.3 8.4
Minimum 4 5 !0 7 6 3 7
• Table 4-25 FlammabilityExtinguishingMeasurements _,
Duration of Flames After Removal of Torch (seconds) 2:
Mfr A Mfr B Mfr C Mfr B Mfr D Mfr B Mfr E
74LS194 4069 4069 741 741 2N2222 2N2222 !I
Maximam 6 0 6 I 3 0 3 i_"
I,
Average 3.5 0 2.5 0.i 0.5 0 1.3 _;
Minimum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i,
i"
i.
• !
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4.4.2 Humidity
This test was performed with the parts simply biased at +5 volts and placed in
the humidity chamber which was held at 85°C and 85% relative humidity. 30 parts
from each manufacturer and part type were tested, with electrical measurements
made at time increments of 2, 8, 64, 256 and 1000 hours. Table 4-26 summarizes
the failures that ocKured. It can be seen that again the bipolar LSTTL devices
seemed to be imperviousto the environmentalstress, but surprisinglythis was
true of the Manufacturer D 741 op amps also.
A second interestingresult was that both manufacturers'versions of the 2N2222
transistor showed a large number of failures. Over half of the parts from both
Manufacturer B and E 2N2222 transistorsfailed the humidity test.
The failures were nea_ly all due to increase in the collector |eakage current
from the normal maximum of 10 nA to a range of leakage currents of several
hundred manoamperes. These "failed" leakage currents are still exceptionally
small, but are indicativeof the presence of contaminantson the surface of the
silicon die. There was no evidence of corrosion caused by the humidity environ-
ment.
A humidity test such as was performed on this program has been postulated as
being useful in evaluation of plastic encapsulatedproductsfrom several manu-
Facturers of the same part as :n indicationof relative merit of the competing
manufacturer'sproducts. The results of the tests performedhere did not show a
clear advantageof any manufacturer over any other. However this may merely
ir,dicatethat there was no manufcturers that were seriously deficienL in this
samp_. The only clear cut conclusionto be drawn is that either the Manb_ac-
turer A plastic encapsulant is of very high integrity,or that the bipolar TTL
re- nology is very insensitiveto the presence of contaminentsaround the silicon
die. In any case, humidity testing caused no failures in the ManufacturerA
74LSig4 TTL parts.
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Table 4-26 Humidity Life Test Results
Number of Failures at Life Test Increment
Mfr A Mfr B Mfr C Mfr B Mf..D Mfr B Mfr E
74LS194 4069 4069 741 741 2N2222 2N2222
Operating
Life Test
Hours
2 0 0 2 _ 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 0 6 I
16 0 1 1 0 0 9 1
64 0 0 i 0 0 2 2
256 0 2 0 0 0 2 3
1000 0 1 1 0 1 0 14
Total 0 4 5 3 1 19 21
Note: Initial cell size was 30 parts
4.4.3 Autoclave
This test was also performed with the parts simply biased at +5 volts while
placed in the autoclavp chamber at 120°C and 15 psig of steam. 30 parts from each
manufacturer and part type were tested, with electricalmeasugements made at time
incrementsof i, 4, 16, 32, 64 and 96 hours. Table 4-27 :ummarizesthe results.
Here also, the ManufacturerA 74LS194 device showed almost no sensitivityto the
contaminationthat was possibly introducedby the autoclavetest. Only one part
failed. Nearly all of the 2N2222 transistorsfrom both manufacturers failed the
autoclavetest, but it was found that the failures could be baked out such that
the parts recovered. This indicates that the failures were due to increaseof
the collector-to-baseleakage current Icbo beyond the allowable limit. It ap-
peared that there was no incidenceof corrosion of the internal leads caused by
the exposure to humidity.
For the CMOS parts and linear parts, a large number of the parts failed but
recovered after baking. This again indicates that the failures were due to
100
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leakage paths across low leakage junctions, rather than corrosion of the aluminum
mealization.
The autoclave test did prove to be capable of generatingfailures in a manner
that could be used as an evaluation tool for plastic encapsulateds_miconductors,
even though the differences between the manufacturerswas not significant. The
way that such a test would be implementedwould be to compare the results for
several differentmanufacturers and determine if any one manufacturerexhibited
signicantly larger numbers of failures than the other manufacturer'sparts.
Table 4-27 Humidity Test Lead Failures
Number of Failures at Life Test Increment
Mfr A Mfr B Mfr C Mfr B Mfr D Mfr B Mfr E
74LS194 4069 4069 741 741 2N2222 2N2222
Operations
Life Test
Hours
1 1 0 0 1 0 11 3
4 0 0 0 0 0 I 0
16 0 0 I O 0 14 12
32 0 I I 0 i I 14
64 0 6 3 5 4 i I
96 0 Ii 4 2 6 0 -
Total 1 18 9 8 11 28 30
Note: Initial cell size was 30 parts
Another interestingobservation that was made as a result of the autoclave tests
was that for four of the seven part types, the autoclave environment caused the
external leads to become brittle, resulting in breakage of the leads and inabi-
lity to measure the parts electrically. This failure mechanism was analyzed
extensively in the previous acceleratedstress test contract when it occurred for
ManufacturerA parts and was found to be caused by the cracking of the nickel
platin_ on the leads which allowed the moisture to attack the kovar leads,
causing embrittlement. Figure 4-28 summarizesthe part types for which this
problem occurred.
I01
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Table 4-28
Occurrence of Broken Leads During Autoclave
Mfr A Mfr B M_ • C Mfr B Mfr D Mfr B Mfr E
" 74LS194 4069 4069 741 741 2N2222 2N2222 :
Operations
Life Test
Hours
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6_ 9 0 0 0 4 0 0
96 2 1 1 0 0 0 0
Total 11 1 1 0 4 0 0
The ManufacturerA parts are again seen to be the most susceptibleto this
problem. All of the failures occurred near the end of the test when the parts had
been inserted and removed from the life test sockets and electrical test sockets
a number of times. It is felt that this normal but repeated handling combined
with the severe moisture stress imposed by the autoclave test resulted in the
penetrationof the corrosion-inducingmoisture into the external leads. These
failureswere not counted in the basic autoclave test results of Table 4-27
because they are not felt to be related to the plastic encapsulant.
4.4.4 High TemperatureStorage
Three test cells were formed for each of the CMOS part types from ManufacturerA
and ManufacturerB, to determine if there was any benefit in baking plastic
encapsulatedparts prior to use to drive out any intrinsicmoisture imbedded in
the plastic. The three test cells were as follows:
o Screen 4: Bake at 125°C for 125 hours
o Screen 5: Bake at 175°C for 125 hours
o Screen 6: Bake at 125°C for 50 hours.
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Following bake, the parts were subjected to 40°C operating life test for 1000 !
hours with electricalmeasurementsmade at 4, 16, 64, 256 and I000 hour incre-
ments. The operating life tests were identicalto the 40°C life tests performed
following Screens I, 2 and 3. It can be seen that Screen 6 is the least severe of
the screens and Screen 5 is most severe.
Table 4-29 summarizes the results of the high temperature storage test on the
Manufacturer B 4069 parts and Table 4-30 summarizesthe test results on the
ManufacturerC 4069 parts.
It can be seen that the Screen 5 parts suffered the largest number of failures
for both part types. Failure analysis of the failures from all of the cells
indicates that the Failures are caused by channelingas evidenced by the fact
that the failed parts recover after being baked at 125°C. It thus appears that
the initial bake of the parts did not remove the source of the contaminationthat
causes channelling,but instead drove it even deeper into the plastic encapsulant
or semiconductorsurface. It is not known if this contaminant is water or some
other derivative of the plastic encapsulationprocess.
It appears that the more benign bake screen of Screens 4 and 6 did not result in
as many life test failures. In fact, none of the Manufcturer C 4069 parts failed
on 40°C life test after being baked for just 50 hours at 125°C. It is not known
if this is a statistical anomaly or if this indicatesthat this might be a valid
screen for plastic encapsulatedsemiconductors. The importantobservation
should be that even with the rather good results that the high temperature
storage screen appeared to generate,the number of life test failures is still
unacceptablylarge as compared to the number of failures that would be expected
fo_ hermeticallysealed parts, with the implicationthat the Failure mechanism
that generates the failures in plastic encapsulatedparts is basically unscreenable.
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Table 4-29 ManufacturerB 4069 High Tentperature _,
Storage Life Test Results Ii
t
40°C Screen 4 Screen 5 Screen 6 !
Operating Bake 125 Hrs Bake 125 Hrs Bake 50 Hrs
Life Test @ 125°C @ 175°C @ 125°C
Hours
0 0 0 0 ',
4 1 1 0
16 0 0 0
64 0 0 0 !:
256 0 3 0
1000 2 5 4
Total 3 9 4
Table 4-30 ManufacturerC 4069
High TemperatureStorage Life Test Results
l
40°C Screen 4 Screen S Screen 6 I
Operating Bake _25 Hrs Bake _25 Hrs Bake _0 Hrs
Life Test @ 125vC @ 175vC @ 125_C
Hours _,
o o o o i
4 0 1 0 I
16 0 I 0 ,
64 0 0 0
I256 0 • 0
I000 2 2 0
Total 2 5 0
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5.0 PROCUREMENTAND APPLICATION CONSIDERATIONS
5.1 DESIGN APPLICATIONAND PROCESSING CONSTRAINTS
Although plastic encapsulatedsemiconductorsare apparently used with success
in commercial application in industry, their use in NASA space application
would appear to be fraught with problems and reliabilityhazards. Any design
applicationfor which the use of plastic encapsulatedsemiconductorsis contem-
plated should be analyzed to determine if such usage would be feasible in
the face of the intense parts engineering and supplier monitoring that would
have to be performed to ensure a suitably high integrityproduct.
Any device type which emplo_ surface related structures such as are found
in linear microcircuits,high voltage or high gain transistors,and low leakage
current low dissipation device types such as CMOS and FET devices is expected
to present severe reliabilityproblems upon application to NASA designs, i
The only possible device type for which there might be reasonable success
in use of plastic encapsulateddevices would be the high-power-dissipation
bipolar TTL-technologydevices (such as LSTTL, I-FLand ALSTTL) and other
bipolar digital devices. It doec not appear that the reliabilityof CMOS
or linear device types could be controlled satisfactorilyby exercising parts
engineeringor device processing constraints,even if the manufacturers of
plastic encapsulateddevices would allow these constraints to be applied
to them.
5.2 QUALIFICATIONTEST CONSIDERATIONS
It would be desirable for users of plastic encapsulatedsemiconductorsto
be able to perform qualificationtesting on samples of devices they are planning
to use and be able to derive useful reliability informationfrom the qualifi-
cation tests. However it appe_s that there are no significanttests that
can be performed as qualificationtests that would shed light on the relati_,e
merit of any given lot of plastic encapsulatedsemiconductors.
While parts can be made to fail by the applicationof humidity and pressure
cooker (autoclave) tests, the meaning of the failures observed cannot be
i
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discerned, other than that at a gross level the tests are likely to identifyproduc-
tion lots of parts that are significantlyworse than other lots. Thus it
appears that lot qualificationof plastic encapsulatedsemiconductorscannot
be used as a means of assuring the reliabilityof the devices, and manufacturer
line or in-processqualificationcannot be considered in the atmosphere of
the high volume, low cost productioncharacteristicsof the plastic encapsu-
lated semiconductortechnology.
5.3 SCREENINGTEST CONSIDERATIONS
The results of this program indicatethat the failure mechanisms of plastic
encapsulatedsemiconductorsare unscreenableby any of the well-known or
low cost screens available to parts control engineers. The failures that
occur with surface sensitive device types appear to be log-normallydistributed
with a low sigma, such that throughout the duration of operation of a system
bearing plastic encapsulated _emiconductor,failures would be continuing
to occur at a unacceptablyhigh rate. For the device types which are not
surface sensitive (such as bipolar LSTTL devices), there does not seem to
be any advantage to conventionalscreens such as burn-in. The use of electri-
cal meacurementof parameters and functional performance at two temperatures
does serve to weed out "parts that never worked", but this is the only screen
that would be of value.
Io6 i
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 APPLICABILITYOF PLASTIC ENCAPSULATEDSEMICONDUCTORSTO 3PACE APPLICATIONS
The results of this progr3m indicate that with the potsible exception of
bipolar digital devices, plastic encapsulated semiconductorsare not applicable
to space applicationor to other applicationswhere even a minimal degree
of reliabilityassurance is desired. The low cost of plastic encapsulated
semiconductorsis more than offset by the high cost of screening and parts
engineering that would be required to provide adequate _-_ _oility assurance,
and even then the reliabilitywould probably not be adequate for other than
the most undemanding system applicationssuch as ground equipment in an environ-
mentally controlled application.
6.2 ADDITIONAL STUDY AND EVALUATION AREAS
A recent technologicaldevelopment has provided an alternativeto the use
of CMOS for low power drain system design. This is the integrated injection
logic (IIL) technologywhich offers extremely low power dissipation in a
bipolar technology. Litt?e is known about the reliability of the IIL tech-
nology in either hermetic or plastic encapsulatedversions.
One of the problems with IIL is that there are no large families of device
types for system design available in IIL. Most of the emphasis in IIL has
been in the custom VLSI area, although there are several standard VLSl designs
(microprocessors,etc) on the market.
It is recommendedthat the problems of plastic encapsulatedCMOS be given
an alternativesolution: use of IIL t_chnology. This would require that
an acceleratedstress test be performf._to evaluate the screenabilityof
IIL in plastic encapsulatedform. A program similcr to this Phase 2 program
should be initiatedon examples of ZIL in custom VLSI and standard VLSI form,
to determine the suitabllityof this technology ?or use in space application.
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APPENDIXA
STATISTICALANALYSISPROGRAM
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Linear Regression Program Documentation
Frank Moore 0rg:2-3622 Ph: 3-9434
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED i.
INTRODUCTION
The linear regression programdescribed herein is used for the statistical
analysis of life test failure data of parts from the NASA contract "Develop-
ment of Design,Qualification,Screening,and ApplicationRequirements for
Plastic EncapsulatedSolid-StateDevices for Space Applicacions",
Two oL)jectivesare met in this program. The first is to calculate a
measure of the variance of the data. This measure gives the user some idea
about the;quality of the data. The second objective is to c_Iculate the 50%
failure point in hours. This 50% point is calculated by converting the data
into a linear relationship,finding the equation of the best fit line through
the data, and finally using this equation for the solution.
The life test data is converted into a linear reldtionship,y calculating
the log of the hour increment,and by calculating the probit of the cummulative
failure percentage.A probit _s a linear measure on the normal cummulative
distributionfunction.
In addition to these objectives, the program also calculates a confidence
interval for the parametersof the line and allows the user to find the
probit value and confidence interval for any hour value.
The following sectionsof this document briefly describe simple linear
regressionand detail the program and how it is used.
SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION
This section briefly describes simple linear regressionand the equations
used in this program.
There are many occasions where one variable in a process linear_.ydepends
en another variable, The variablewhich is controlled is called the independent
variable, x in this case, while the other is obviously the dependent variable,
y. If differer,t values of x_.are used to determine values of y_ then a scatter
diagram of figure i may be _lotted which shows the linear relationship,
;>,.i y-a+b i
Y
L
X
FIGURE I Scatter Diagram
If more data is taken for the same values of x. then it would be expected
that the Yi values would vary. That is, for ;ach _i tnere exists many
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(maY_..... y.._ w_eb; these y's may be thought of as a random variable. ThisIbe repr _ t flgure 2 where the density of Yi' f(Yi)' is plotted for
a few x
1
A
• y/x -
, f(yl)
xl x2 x3 x4 x
FIGURE 2 True Linear Relationshipvs. Estimation _'_
The line through the mean of each f(y_) can be expressed as in figure 2.
In some sense this is the true line for the data. The line I
;:a+bx (I)
is thereforean estimate of the line,
y/x-O + x (2)
if a minimum sum of squared error criterion is used then the following
equations provide an estimationof the constants a and b.
I
a,9-b (a)
where n- # data peints
i- mean o¢ x data
_- mean of y data
Since a and b are normai_l 11_,'ributed-andom variables then confluence
intervalsaround_and_ may te found using '_=.T statistic.
A4
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b tool2 s *< B < b+°,:,/2_ (s)
ira| i i
where:
S _ n - 2 (6)
t 2 (7)
lXi -Sxx = l= n
V
2 \i:l" V: Yi " (8_Syy : i n
: _ (9)
Sxy i--I xiyi n
t=(/2has n-2 degrees of freedom
and
4tx. t /2 x.t /2 =! I :I i
a- <_ (_ < a + (10)
_- #'n Sxx-
If a certain x:xn is known ano it is desired to find a confidence interval
of }e then again th_ T statisticmay be used.
s_/&- (x°" x;2;o
-t,/z n + _xx < /_ylx° < (II)
C "s 1--L+ (xO x)2Yo + 4/2 n c i"xx i
Finally it is often desirable to have a measure fo the variance of the i
data. Using the F statistic,a measure _;aybe calculated in order to *est
the null hypothesis,H^, that the oata did not reflect .=ufficientevidence
to support the model p_stulated.
t
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The comparison is then made:
IF f>f (I,n-2) THEN REJECT HU AT THE
LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE
ELSE ACCEPT H0
where f (PI'P2)
_t: 1 degree of freedom
_2 = n-2 degrees of freedom
These are the necessary equations to compute the results of the program.
THE PROGRAM
Since this section includesa listingas well as a flow chart of the
program, a verbal explanationof the program will not be presented.
Insteada step by step description of how to use the program will be
offered. Text printed on the Fluke 1720A Controllerwill be typed in capitals
while responses will be typed in small letters. Comments wili be set off
by parenthesis.A sample of the printed output will also be shown. The
data presented to the program is from the 4069 life test of the
previouslycited NASA contract.
EXAMPLE:
ENTER PARI TYPE: 4069
ENTER SCREEN #: 1
m
ENTER LIFE TEST: 125
ENTER # OF POINTS _ AND<50) 6
( 6 points for data to 1000hr_, 8 points to 4O_Ohrs) i
ENTER ALPHA FOR CONFIDENCE INTERVAL .05 i
( for 95% confidence interval enter a-_ha-1-.95) I
!
ENTER T 0F.025 FOR 4 DEGREES OF FREEDOR 2.776 i
( see figure 3. find alpha column in figure f'-----or.025 and row !
for , _ degrees of freedom,o_ 4. intersectiongives T-2.776) I
ENTER # PARTS IN SCREEN 75
( this should be # of parts accounted for at the end of
life testing)
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ENTERX(i) 2
( life test-incrementin hours)
ENTERY(1) 3
ENTERX(2) 8
ENTERY(2) i
ENTERX(3) 16
ENTERY(3) 0
ENTERX(4) 64
ENTERY(4) 4I
ENTERX(5) 256
ENTERY(5) 5
ENTERX(6) !001
ENTERY(6) 25
DO YOUWISH TO CHANGZA VALUE(Y OR N) Z
CHANGEX Z
"NTER 1 6
ENTERX(!) I000
CHANGE Y Z
ENTER I 6
ENTER Y(1)
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE A VALUE (Y OR N) n
DO YOU WISH TO FIND AN INTERVAL FOR SOME MEAN OF Y/XO
IS THIS TO BE A .g5 INTERVAL
ENTER XO VALUE 5G
DO YOU WANT THE LOG(X)
ENTER F OF ALPHA FOR(I,4) DEGREES OF FREEDOM 7,71
( see figures 4-7. find figure for alpha-.05, findY l column-I
andY2 row-4 intersectiongives f-7.71_ for 8 data pointsY2 row=6)
END OF PROGRAM
The resulting program output is shown in figure 8.
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?\Table V+ I iCfl|lCSt Values 0_.the t Olstributlon l
@ i,
. i o.o,o.oos
I 3,078 6.314 12,700 63.657
._ 1.886 o,9.0 4.303 I O.965 9.9_
._ I.b38 2.3_3 3,IS: 4,541 5,[q41
4 I 533 2,132 2,776 3,747 4._4
5 1 476 2.015 -_.571 3.365 4.032
b 1.440 I._M3 2.447 3.143 3.707
7 1.415 1 ,_5 2,365 2,_8 3.499
8 1.397 1.8_sO 2.306 2.890 3.355
.383 833 " _ _ _ ".,.o. .$.1 3,2.q)
i0 372 1,812 2.2.28 :.764 3. ]_x9
11 3O3 1,7% 2,201 : :'S 3,106
i: .3._6 !.787 :.1_ : _51 3.055
13 1.350 1271 2,leo 2.o._0 3.012
14 1.343 1.761 2.145 2.0.'4 2.977
!,_ I,MI 1.753 2.131 2.e02 2._117
16 !,337 I. :46 2,h"O 2.583 2.9ZI
17 I 333 1.740 2,110 2,SeQ 2,898
18 1.330 1.734 2 I01 2.552 2,578
19 1.328 1.729 2 093 2 ._3_) 2,S61
._) 1,325 !.7_ 2086 2.328 2.845
21 1,323 1,721 2A_IO 2,518 2.831
"' 1.321 1.717 2.074 "_
.... 08 2,819
23 1.319 17'14 2,069 2,500 2,801
24 1.318 1.71l 2 o64 2,492 2,?97
23 1.316 1,708 211_t_0 2.48_ _78"/
26 1.315 I _ 2,056 2147_ 2.7'_
2"/ 1.314 I 703 . 2.052 2,473 2771
.s 1.313 17Ol 2o_ i z._ 2._63
1.311 [ 1._ I 2,045 L 2,462 2,736inf. 282 [ I _,I$tt 1,9_ ,326 ,$7
* From Table IV of R _. ['-isher.Statl_r,'al,%h,l_:d,_ l,w
Rewon'h ;' o_;,,'r_, pubh_hed b) Oh_¢r & l_k_)x_.Fd|nburllth,
by permls,_on of the author and publishers,
$14
FIGURE 3
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Table VII+ Cr_t=cal
Values of the F D=str_buuon ,
0 /.
foo,(,,. ,,,)
,, ]
,,I II 2 3t-4 5t 6 7 8 9l 199 5 "10"* ! 11t161.4L • 215.7 2:4.6 :_.0 :36.8 23 .9 2_.5..... I /2 18.51 19,OO 19.16 i 19.25 IO_0 I 19.33 19.35 19.37 19.383 10.13 9.55 9.28 [ 9.12 9.01 j 8 ')4 8.89 8.85 8.814 7.71 6.94 6.59 [ 6.39 6.20 [ O.16 6.09 6.04 6.00
5 6.61 5.79 5.41 5.19 '5.05 4,95 4,88 4.82 4.77
6 5.99 5.14 4.76 4.53 4.39 4,28 4.21 4.15 4.10
7 5.59 4.74 4.35 4.12 3.97 3.87 3.79 3.73 3.68
8 5.32 4,46 4.07 3.84 3.69 3.58 3.50 3.44 3.39
9 5.12 4.20 3.86 3.o3 3,48 I 3.37 3,29 3._ 3.18
I0 4.96 4.10 3.71 3.33 3.14 3.07 3.023.48] 3.22
II 4.84 3.98 3.59 3.36 _ 3.20 3.09 3.01 2,95 2.90
12 4.7_ 3.89 3.49 3.26 3.11 3.00 2.91 2.85 " 2.80
13 4.67 3.81 3.41 3.18 3.O3i 2.92 2,83 2.77 2.71
14 4.00 3.74 3.34 3.11 2.96 2.85 2.76 2.70 2,65
15 4.54 3.68 3.29 3.06 2.90 "_" 2,64..,9 2.71 2.59
16 4,49 3,63 3.24 3.01 2.85 2.74 2.66 2.59 2.54
I'_ 4.45 3.59 3.20 2.96 2.81[ 2.70 2,61 2.55 2.49
18 441 3.5._ 3.1_ 2.93 2.77 2.66 2.58 2.51I 2.46
19 4 38 3.,'2 3.13 2.90 2 74 2.63 2.54 2.48 2.42
20 4.35 3.49 2.87 2.71 2.60 2.51l 2.45 2.39
2.57 .249 I
3.10
21 4.32 3 47 3.07 2.84 2,68 2.42 2.37 [
22 4.30 3.44 3.05 2.82 ] 2.66 2.55 2.46 I 2.40 I 2.34 ]
23 4.28 3.42 3.03 2.80 2.64 2.53 2.44 2.37 2.32 [
24 4.?.'6 3.40 3.01 2.78 2.62 2.51 2.42 2.36 2.30 ]
25 4.24 3.39 2.99 2.76 2.60 2.4g 2.40 2.34 2.28 126 4.23 3.37 2.98 2.74 _ ,t,.9 2.47 2.39 2.32 2.27
271 4.21 3.35 2.96 2.73 2.57 2._ 2.37 2,31 2.25
28 4.20 3,34; 2.95 2.71 2.56 2.45 2.36 _29 2.24
29 4.18 3.33 ; 2.93 2.70_ 2.55 2.43 2.35 2.28 2.22
I
30 4.17 3.32 2,92 2.691 2.53 t 2.42 2,33 [ 2.27 2.21
40 4.08 3.23 2.[,4 2.61 [ 2,45 i 2.34 "__ 2.18 2.12
60 4.oo 3.|5 2.76 2.53I 2,37[ 2.25 .::17 2.10 2.04
120 3.92 3.07 2.68 2.45 I 2.29 [ 2.17 2.09 J 2.021 1.96
t oo 3.84 YO0 2.60 2.37[ 2.211 2.I0 2.or I 1.94 !.88
-. ,. .
+ Reproduced from Table IAof B,mwlrd, a Tahle_ toe $1ull_lwlun_.Vol. i. b_ perml_lon
of E. 5. Pearsonand the Biometrlka Trustce_
516
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Table VII Cr,ucal Values of the F D,stnbuUon (cononued) i '
i:
_o.o, (vt, v,)
vt
v, I0 12 15 20 i
,.419 ,439 '459 "48o
t *s ",¢ "l t "p "l, "_ _ 9
.49.1 --0.1 I..I.l I-5 .... :53.3 .54.3
°,9"40-"19141 "19147!"19145 19.45 19.46._19.471,IQ48 19.49 19.501 '
L7q 8.74 8.701 8.66 8.64t 8.6. 8.59 8.57 8.55 8.53
,, ,+, ,+o,8o,71,,! ,+,
6 4.061 4.001 3.941 3.871 3._;4 ! 32811 3:77 i 3.74 t 3.70 t 3.67
7 3.64 3.57 t 3.51 3.44 3.411 3.38[ 3.34} 3.30 I 3.271 3.23
3.121 3.081 3.041 3.01 I 2.97t 2.93
8 3.35 3.2_ 3._ 3.151 [ ..83 t _79 I ..75 _71 t
9 ,_ • ..t ,s _ 73,413ol, t _,,i .+ _86
10 2.981 2.911 2.85 i 2.77t . J 1 ..661 ..62} ..581 o... ,a ..70 4
II ..851 -.,91 -.7-I ..6.1 -61t ..5, .531 _49 / .451 _40
•t- • "v .s ..re12 .._5 o.69 -.6.1 ...4 • 2,5i 2.47 2.43 2,38/ 2.34f 2.30
.s .sf '13 2.67( 2.60t 2.53( 2.4¢.' ..4_, 2.381 2,341 2.301 2.25t 2.21
14 "..60 "o.5.'_ o.46" ..391" "=,35' "..311 ...7''_ ......._ "" ' " d "..13
i 1
, ,._1 2.,8 :.4o :.3.,I_._92.2__.:o[_.16:.!l :.o716 ..49 ..4. ..35 . _,_ ...41 2.191 _15 ..II .,uo ..01
17 :.4sl a.38t :.3,1 "..:3_:._1 2151 -_.1_!:._' :.011 i._6
18 2.41 / 2.34 2.27 t 2 19, 2,15 2.11 2.061 2.02' 1.97 1.92
[ ' 1 "" , 2.16 [
19 2.3P ..31, -,31 2.11 2.07 2.03 1.981 1.93 1.88
2120 -.3-t "_...sl "-.181 -,..1(,I" 2.081,_ _2"041 I.OOJ, 1.95.si I 901 ! 84_.35 . 8 2 .of. i._..05, . 11.9_, .9+.1.871I.SI
22 ,..01 -.-3t ..I.* ,07t ..03 1.98 1.941 1.89[ 1.84 I.,8
23 .. ,t ...0 ..13 ..0. 2,01 1.96 1.91 1.861 i.81 I 1.76
24 2.25 2.18 2.11 2.031 1,981, 1.94[ 1.89 1.84 1.79 1.73 [
_5 2.2412.1612.091,,1i ,.,6 1.921.871.8_1.771.7, ll
26 -.--1 ,.15[ ,07[ I. 91 1.95 1.901 1.85 1.80 1 t.75 1.69
27 "_" ' " " _T...0 -13 ..06 I. i 193 1.88 1.84 1.79 1.73[ 1.67
28 :.191 2.121 2.04} 1.96t 1911 1.87 1.82 I.,7 1.711 1.68
29 I 1"8'1 ,.81 1.7, 1.7o 1.64 t2.18 2.10 2.031 i.94 1,90
2.16 2.091 2.01 1.93¢ l 89 f 1.84 f 1.79 1.74{ 1.68 1.62
4_ 2.08 2.00! 1.92 1.84! 1,79 1.741 1.69 !.(_, !._8 I.._1
60 1.99 1.92 1.84 1.73_ 1.70[ 1.6.5 1.59 1.._3 1.47 1.39
120 !.911 I 83] 1.7_ I [.bb, I,bll 1.55 1.50 1.43 I 3_ I 25[_ 18317,I 1.67i l_,71,2i ,,6113913,,1221ioo
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Table VII Crmcal Values of the F Dtsmbuoon (contlnueoq "'
foo,(,,, ,,)
I tl i l 1
....
1 2 3 I 4 5 6 7 9
v" I ! _
i i`05..4_: !5,03 _=: ._764:s29 :<):81_gSlr6o.-22 98.501 99.00* 99.17 99.25 9<).30 99.33! 99.361 99.37* 99.39 _..
34.|2l 30.$2 294bl =8.71i 25.241 27.91 27.67 27.49 27.35
" 212ol1800166_159s!15,-"152l ,4. ,,8o I,_5! 16:6!13.:71:.0611.39I0.o_i0.67_o.46io.:9 lO.16
_ ,3.75!10._:9.7_<).1518.=51s.47 8.:6 8.107.98 •i=.=;,, s.4: =,, .7_i ;,9 6 9o6 846 7:
,1.:6!s.6, 7:9_1 7.01,6.63_37 _.18_.03,i105o802 6,, 64-t 6o6 ,,0 _6, 54, 53,
I0 10,04 7.56 6.55 I -__'_ 5.64 I 5,39 _,20 5.06 4.94
9 65 7.21 6.22 I 5.67 _ 5.32 i _.07 4.89 4.."4 4.63
9.33 I 6.93 I 5 9'_ 5.41 [ 5,06 [ 4.82 4.54 4 50 4.39
1] 9.07 6.701 5..4! 5,21{ 4.861 4 62 4.44 4.30 4.19
141 8.86 6.511 5.56 [ 5.04 4 69 i 4.46 4.-"8 4.14 4.03
15 4.$9 '8.681 6.36 5.42 { 4..%! 4.32 4.14 4.00 1 3.89
16 I 8.53[ 6.23 5.29i 4,'7I 4.44, 4,20 4.03 3 891 3.787 40 II .18 I ,671 ,3 .10 3 93 .7q[ .68
IS t 8.29 o.01 5.0Q [ 4,581 4 25 4.01 3.84 331 3._
19 8.18i 5.93 5.or 4.501 4.17 3.94 3.77 3.63 3.5.
"0 1 8.10 5.85 _._ 4.43 4.10 3.87 3.70 3,56 3.46
8.021 _.78 4.371 4.04 3.81 3,64 3.51i 3 40
7.95i 5.7, 45: 4.31 3.9<)3.:_, 359 34,i _3523 I 7.88 5.66 4,76 4.26 394 3.71 .I.M 3.4l 3.30
24 7.82 * 5.61 4.72 4 "" 3.90 3.67 3 50 3.36 3.26
25 7.77 5.5'7 4.68 41_81 3.8, 3.63 3,46 3.32 3._
"6 7.72 5.53 4,64 4.141 3,83 3.59 3.42 3.29 3.18
27 7,68 5.4<) 4.60 4.11 [ 3 78 I 3.56 3.39 3.26 3.15
28 7 b41 5.45 4.57 4 071 3.'75 3.53 3.36 3.23 3.12
29 7.601 5.42 4.54 4.041 3,73 3.50[ 3,33 3,20 3.09
,5, 4o2! 370i 3.47l 3.30 -' 3.07, _;6I
3o $Ü h 5.39i 1
51, ,31 3833,, 3,9 31, _:.__," 082 4,98 4,13 .65 .34 .12[ 2.95
ll20 6.85 I 4.79 3.95 3.48 3,17 2,96' 2.79 2.661 2J62.so 2.51i 2.41ao 5 631 6! ,73 32 .02 64
. . i [
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PAR T TYPE'MFR E 406'-"J
SCREEN:NO BIjRN IN ORIGINAl- PAGE ISLIFE TEST,', i.;-_ DEO P OF POOR QUALITY
PAILURE DATA: _
I-tf',JR:';= 2 _--AILIJRE'7-:= ":-: El IM. FAIl_. = 1 % L:IjM. FAIL. =
HFdJR'.-3= :-3, FAILURE'E; = i CIJM. FAIL. = 4 % EOPt. FAIL.:: 5.3E"2;:--"3:2'
HOUR'.B= 16 I--AILIJRE':;= ::) RUM. fAIL. = 4 % ::IJM. FAIL. = -_..E:::_:3:1',:':::-:
NOUR'.:;= /-,4 FAILURES= 4 C:UM. FAIL.= 9, % CUM. KAIL.= 10.6,':,667
. HO_R 'E= 256 FAILURES= 5 CIJM. FAIL.= l:':: '/. 21jM. P-AlL.= L7.-C-::':::'-:"::
= 2"--'./-,/',/_-,/-,7HOUF;:'.s;= 1000 7AILUREF-;= 4 GUM. FAIL. 17 % COM. FAIL.=
':,AMPLE ,s;IZE= 75
'_OG <I-tO1JR::-;) 0. ":',010:'-: PROB I T _%FA I LURE'-; ) = 1-:.2471-:
-- "--' I ill _ : I 1LO0 ( HOUR::; ) 0. "._('i:'-'.O'.:'J F'ROB i T ( %FA I LURES ) = ..:,..:,,=,._c-,.,.
!_OG( HI'HJR'.-;)_ '.. 20412 _R- B I T ( %FA I LI_IRE:'-;)=. _:. .:,"'-'.:,-,-',:,._L-__
LOG(HOUR'.:;., !.'.BO_l:-:: PROBIT(%FAILURES)= :':-:.753'-'J2
LOG ( HOIJR'.:;) 2. 40824 re'ROBI T ( %FA I LURE'.-; ) = 4. ,)5761
LOF-I(HEllJR'-; ) '-',. 00000 PROB i T ( %FA i LURE':; ) = 4.24'.-70e,
?
RE':;ULTS !:OR 0.'75 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WITH 4 Z.IEGREE'-:; OF FREEDOM
AND "r OF 0. (:)25 = 2.7/--,
REGRE:E;'.<I ON CON'.-:;TANT :-':;T I MATE':; :
A= 3.0":-:_,07'P
B= ). 40 ! ":-:'."4
THE ':).'r"5 :Z'ONFiDENCE INTERVAL FOR B I'-::
O. ':-'"5517--' ::BETA'_ 0. 5072702
-HE 0."-'5 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL f"OR :_ 1'-3:
2. :E:407/--"7 ":ALPHA':. 3. 2::: !'::'m'--''
A
'-- I--_ : T 1" MATE r_F-_", 0 ZVEN X :
_" OP" ,].025 = 2.76
'(= 5(:'
_00' X :,= I. :,':",:J':_7
'- E'E,T[MATE= -. 7 i"E:O36
--'"_'----.'. r_5 _:OI_FZ.DENCE INTERVAL !:fir THE MEAN :IF 4/((' ..":,:
;'. 44 _',-:0/: ",:MEAN OF '_ .'XO" E'. ':"-'4 :-'._,c _-,m,_"B [ _"'.-
-,,v -'F 'z_II-.........,p,_z -:-I.,R_n" 7,:,,.',_'T.-':'_....-IC%IR:'.
'-: :': ,',_.t,-_-I_'_-'-_._,.,.._, .. "NTERVAL FAF_ THE _E_,_', :IF ,,'l'(_:. i'"::,
' " Z:,," :_EAN ':'F f,'Xn" 5. """-'l:' :'m'r,B "'_
_ ,,,a:. ,,.£ r,i OF VAR ; AI',ICE"
"- ":''" _': "-='-- :_=': "t--,_r,i - :IF" :_L"_': L- I '= " "l
,1 :Z::--::.: :',E.E " -.c 2,,1 NO" RE,.;E':- -HE REOREq_"'SI'31' M,LDE_
Figure 8 Simple Progrnm Output A13
m • •
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ORIGINAL PA3E IS
OF POOR QUALITf
10 ** **
!5 ** LINEAR REGRESSION F'RObRAM **
2(> ** _*
?5 __I-.W-¢F-i_-.ii-.}i.¢I-.}I,_.W..W.-)i..)I..K,-.W-,W--W--W.-li-.W-,W._______.____.@__ ,_
--:0
-:5 WRITTEN BY: FRANK MOL-aRE OF(G:?-3622 PH: :_'-:-'.-"4:_::4
4(') LA'Z,T UPDATE: ,JULY 7, I'T'L::I
45
9
50 ]'HI'.';PRoZ,3RAM IS WRITTEN FO r'ROVIDE '-;IMF'LE=!NEAR .REr'YE'S'.--;ION
..... ANALY'BI'3 FOR IJ'-iERDEFTNEZ' DATA, OPTIL'IN'.':EXIb_ TO ANALYZE
/:,n PART!:_.;S[-,REENING LIFE TE'.:iTr]ATA. THE'._-'.ErIF'TlrtN'.:;, I]N'.SI'--_;TOF MAI<FNn5
c-.5' THE DATA LINEAR B'f COMF'UTING THE LNG riF THE ,_I_E TE:';'FHOUR'-,
7(,)_ rNCREMENT AND I'HE PROBIT ('.-:EEPROGRAM FJOCUMENTATIL'IN) ,IF TIdE
HE L INEAR REGRE'.-}'.-:ION
':',AL _JN.:.TANT:., THI'-}PROGRAM ,z:CIMF'I_ITES!'HE I:'AINT AT WH!L:H T]Cr,'.:nF THE
ANF:E OF THE DATA. A MDRE
'_(])' DETAILEn rIE'BF.RIPTIL-INOF THE PROF_RAM r-AN BE FOIJND IN THE '_RZ,:RAM
'95 ! D :,:I_IMENTATI_Z_N.
!(')0 ,
1(;)5 CONSTANT'.': AND VAR IABLE:-} OEF !N IT ION'.:_,
11('_}
!15 A=LINEAR REGRE:s;SION _E'.s;TiMATE AS=PART I'YPE
12('I B=LINEAR REGRE'-iSION ESTIMATE B$='.-';CREEN#
;25 F'='.-Z,UM X (I) C$=LIFE TEST
130 D='.-;UMY(I) DI=PROBIT INTERCEPT
,_Y ;I !--='-}IJMX tI) "2, VALUE ,]F F ,--'OREnATA ,
I_(i, FI=LAF, I'_EEISIE_NFLAG_ F L-IFALPHA F2=PROBI "r DECI'BiNN FLAA _:
l_5 ':_;TATI'-iTIC G='BIJM Y'([)'"2
15c, I_._I=F.OUNTER'.S, KI=SAMPLE '3.ZZE
!55 L=:-iLEIPEFAR TNTERPOLATION M=LAWER CONF!EENCE Bu3dND
io0 N=_ IZIFDATA PAINTS N$=r0ECI'.--:!O_-VARIABLE
!/_-5 O=LIPFER CONFIDENC'E BAUND PI=PRINT ;--LAG
170 L.'.!=ALPHA 'z,=ESTIMATE nF '--;!GMA
75 '-}I=SXX ':'.2=SYY
1',':0 'S3='.-}XY T=-r OF AuF'HA/2 '.-,TATI'-;TIE
1',_:5 TI='SLIM OF !-AILI_IRES, PROBIT T2=PROBIT INTERF'OLATZON :'F_.,,[NT
190 INTERPNLATION POINT X=ARBITRAR _. X VALLIE
!.o5 X_50)=X VALUE ARRAY Y--RE'BULT OF X
200 Y(5(-i)=_'VALLIE ARRAY Y$=I]ECISIOh' VARIAE'-E
205 Z(47) =% VALUES FNR PROB IT
21 (" i,.i:INVER'.-}I ON
215
""" X(Si-'i, 50_._'(JDIM ) Y( )
"25 PI=I
-J26 '
2':',0' FA .:'RINT TO '-:CREEN OR !:'RINTER
'?'_'l
"2,5 qF'EN "KBO: " AS 'MEW F]LE 1%
24('_ OF'EN "KBI: " AS: NE_ ¢ILE 2%
245 t'_RINT "PRINTED RESULTS <Y OR N)";
251"_ INPUT YS
"_ TF Y$="Y" THEN ']OTO 27()
260 IF Y$="N" THEN GOTO 2:30
265 "-,ziTo 24_
27e' _-1=2 PRECEDING PAGE BI.N_ NOT FI_271 '
"-75 ' PART DATA
27/:_'
2,":0eRINT "ENTER -_ART "rYPE:"_
_::.., INPI_IT AS
"-_0 _'RINT "ENTER ;C.REEN #:"i {
2'-')5INPUT B$ A15 i
ti
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'-:00 PR I NT "ENTER L.I FE TEST : " ; ORIGINAL PAQII II "
:,_)._, INPUT r.$ OF POOR QUA_
--x ,_ ,
3!0 ! INPUT DATA ,.--ORPROGRAM
":: I I i
"::I.5 PRINT "ENTER _ AF _'r'iINT,._.; (2.'AND<.50) "_"
3'--0 INPUT N
325 PRINT "ENTER ALPHA FOR CONFIDENCE INTERVAL"_
:::-:0INPUT g!
3"35 PRINT "ENTER T 0F";_.3/2_ "FOR"_ N-2_ "DEH3REE':; ,3F I--REEE,-_M"_
':4cI INPIJT T
342 PRINT "ENTER _ PART'.B !N 'SLNEEti ,
"-':4:_ INPUT K!
-_-',44PRINT "WARNING:PROGRAM WILL NAT E'.E.TIMATE#ERTIrAL L/NE'S _ALL :All_'=-,.N .
" = F'R ." MAD # Pr,! . ,-iF ALP',--.4.., INT "ENTER DATA FRuM 1ST NAN-ZERO INCR I Z'Y Mr'.: _ _
346, '--ZR I:l TO :q
-1_ - (i
-,_,u PRINT "ENTER LIFE TE'.:;T HOUR'.E, (:",I; )";
=,:"3.__, INPIJT X(I)
-:60 PRINT "ENTER _ OF FAILIJRES F( ";I:''_'';
-,6.... INPUT Y(I)
-',70 NEXT r _.
:_'-:71
":75 KEY'.:_:TROKE ERROR CORRECTIAN
_, 7 .':,
"2180 PRINT "DCI YOU WI'SH TC CHANGE A VALLIE (Y "IR N)";
_-,,:,_, I NPI_IT Y$
"390 IF Y$="Y" THEN GO!-:;I_,B2015
HEN GIZITI'I 410
4r)C). GnTO_ °c'A_,_,.
401
405 ' D ISF'LAY F'ART DATA
406 '
41(i) ?RINT #PI,"PART TYPE:";A$
7 "'-'I"DE_'NI" II415 PRINT #F'I .:.... __r..,,, _B$
420 ':'RINT #F'I,"LIFE TE::;T:" ;C:$
4"25 PRINT #PI:
477 PRINT #F'I,
478 PRINT #PI,"PAILIJRE DATA:"
47 .0 PRINT #PI,
506 '
510 ' MODIFY NASA DATA FOR 'STRAIGHT :_INE
511 I
520 GOSUB 3020
550 PRINT #PI,
551 '
555 ' PRINT i¢ @ARTS £N '__CREEN
_,_
:_,L-,OF'R lINT #F' l, "'-]AMPLE ISlZE=" _F-:l
561
565 ' _'RiNT ._ODT.FIED _AILIJRE DATA
5c,6 '
56,7 PRINT #PI,
570 FOF I: 1 TI:! N
575 <(IJ=LOG(X(I; _ 'FOR _C'G D#TA
580 NEXT I
5'90 FFIR [=I rid N
5':)__, PRINT #P1, "LCi(-_(H"iLIR'B) "_
':,C.'l P'RINT _P1. IJSINr.. ":_#.#####", X (i _
605 PR I NT #F' 1, " F'RI:IB I T ( "/.FA I LURES. ) =" ;
.... l__INb "'B#.#####",Y(T._.'_I('_ PRINT #F'I ' " "
6,1_,.,NEXT I
_,16 ' |
620 ' 'SET UF' 'SIJMMINC,':ON':',TANT:3 _:_6
1982008470-120
/--,21'
625 C=O ORIGINALPAGE IS
/' "-'" D=O:,:,u OF POOR QUAL,n'Y
635 E=C)
/_.40F=O
/._F,G=O
646
' .Io NEEDEn65(') r:ALCULATE '--.;i'"'- LATER
/:L- t
,.J &
655 l--nRI=i I"C N
,(:,/:,0 C=C'_X ( ! ) 31_,M /iF .( " ,
_.,65 D=D+Y ( I ) '=,_IPI OF Y I '
670 E=E+X (!)'_Y(I) :.,bM]F '4 ,)f_i l
675 F=F+X (I)'"2 :--:I.IMOF X _.''2
/':" G=G+Y(!)"2 '__.,bMOF v :') '2:, ,..,I.)
+':'=, NEXT I
/:,oC)' PRINT CONFIDENCE INTEVAL VALUES
/:_,'TJ1 a
6o5 PRINT #F'I, ';
70(')PRINT #Pl,
""C-ql''''" I-Q;"CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WITH;';N-2;"EEbREE.:, -"7<)5 PRINT #F'I, _.r..._.:,FOR"; i " ""
7iL) PRINT #PI," OF FREEDOM"
715 r_RINT #PI,"AND T OF";..,=,3/""......- ;T
720 PRINT #PI,
721 '
7":-5 ! CALCULATE AND PRINT REGRE'.'=;SION C'ONSTANT'.-; A AND B
726 '
73t) F'RINT #F'I, "REGRE':;SION r:ONSTANT ESTIMATE'.=,:"
7.- .... B= ( ( N_E ) - (C:_*D) ) / ( ( N_F ) -C'"2 ) C.i:IMPI_,FE B
74(') A= ( q/N ) -El. ( C/N ) 03MPUTE
745 PRINT #PI,"A="IA
75£) PRINT #PI,"B=";B
751 '
755 ' CALCIJLATE F'OVARIANCE AND VARIANCE 'ESTIMATE: =;
756 '
76(:)'SI=F- (C""IN ) '_:;XX
7/.5 S2=G- (rr"2/N) '.:.YY
L"_D)/N) ' '_XY
775 'B='_::QR(('$2-(B-S3 ))I(N-2 :) ESTI M¢,TE l-IF'-,",-
776
780 C'ALCIJLATE AND PRINT A AND B CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
7:B1
785 M=B-((I'*:B)I'BI".5)
7':'(]_P=D+ ((T*S )/S I". 5 )
7o5 PRINT #PI,
',BOC)PRINT #PI,"THE";I-C!;"CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR B I'S:"
:B05 PRINT #PI," ";M;".'E'ETA<";P
:Blc)M=A-((T*'S*(F"'.S) )/(N*'BI)''.5)
81 =.,P=A+( ,r_'._,(F-', • 5) )I _N*SI )'".5)
:B20 _RINT #F'I,
:B25 PRINT #PI,"THE";I-Q;"CoDNFIDENCE INTERVAL FAR A IS:"
PR INT #P 1, " ";M: "'.:_.LPHA<_";F'
:',3.
940 ' CALCULATE Y GIVEN 5r_ME ,("
E_4! '
'B45 PRINT 'DO YOU WI'BH rO FIND AN INTERVAL FOR BOME MEAN ']F :, _,0"_
'::5']' INPt. I_" Y$
'-'.'..._"=, ' F ¢$="Y" ['HEN ')tZITO ':_70 L
'B6<' IF v$="N" THEN GOTr' 1035
'B65 OOTO 34__ |
'_'f'_:.-.....F_F",.,,IT " T.'. rHT':.. TC1 _'_E 4" = 1-,2; " INTERVAL" ;
:'.-,7_II_,F'LIT Y {
.:::::(._ :_" v$=,,v,, "HEN OOTO "v'-O All
1982008470-121
;_:j_:T.F Y$'"'N" THEN GOTO "O0
sgo ,:-oro '37c) ORIGINAl.PAeE IS
:':'-,l ' (._"POORQUALITY:_':$5 _ CHANGE T OF ALPNA?
't
':")0 _'_lh,'T "ENTER _MEWALPHA °
"-'0_ [NP J_r I"!
'-'10 mRINT "ENTER T OF AL,:HA' :
':'I =- .TNPIJT T
':_2r} r-'RINT "ENTER XO VALUE",
':r2= INPUT X
":':F) ' _RC,VI'-:,ION =OR NASA ,-_ rid FAKE uOG OF X
"2 " ' t I
"25 '_RIP, IT "DCI YOl_i ._AI', 1" " . . .-;G ( X _ "
.:.E; (N;'.':' Y_
"-_=" :F" '"'_,....- N' THEN C.'s '"3'0
';,<:C_Y=L':G. X :'
'" L',!
"_/:.'.-: ' '2AL -'L'LATIE. AND 74JTPUT 'RESULT."-:
:_7':) OF;:]:hiT "4F'!,
'o7 = PRIN'F #P!,
.:,:-:r_ :_R!NT" -tP1,"ESTIMATE 3F ¢ 3IVEN ,(: '
'-J".-'__R [NT #PI ;
';'->') '_R.NT _F'!,"T ,:IF";_}/2;"=":T
",,:_R , DE_'ERMiNE _' :r-'OM REC,RE'=:':-.!ON '_INE
t ., ,:j #:
' .900 '/=q_-B_X
_-':')5 ='_'.'N T #P!,"X="; !O'X
.':_L(' :'RZNT _p1, 'LOr,(X)---"I,(
_,} = oF.!N_ #pL ,,_, E,:;-iMATE=,,:_ '
. ]!/_,
'.,PCI 30 DETERM!NE -ANF!DENCE _N .'
102 -
1'.)25 ,:,rG.;IJB 4020
_.02:c C,OTC 345
',:' "A7
'.,J20 DE"rERM!NE "( WHERE 30% OF :'_R_rS :_!"
(" ""2'.- : =.,-_.''B
,.,_=" :,_,:_.-r IF ,
'.".-':' ::'r_'!\t _ _F't."f,:,',: :'I-- -"_."'-.='E'3 .r':t.R _-": L,:, {;"NOIjR'_."
: ':'55 _==-
| _1.:"%
' .'/:.0 -_",' ;'ETERM ! NE "CNF" C,ENr E : N ;'E'-;IjL ! ._1,:, '
1'3;'..," '
• OL;.5 ':,OSIJB ;_i1,20
i "
o V,':_:
L.:'TC, :'ET " '/AL,JE "0 "E", T :_#,'-A /AP:ANC_
• o,-7, _
')7_ _!_IT 'ENTER : :IF _L_HA :OR'I,"'N-_I ' )E'3F;:EE", :iF -'r_'ERDOM".
., .:__ : _., " _[_1"
"" "AL ' I -," ...., " __4,,; =" :.iF :,_':.'A ",- '," "F'-_RE m-, .-1
-'Y"5 --='_": " : " ;
• iO( PRIN "_" nr- t. A18
a
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' _ _IGINAL PAGE IS
.e ' !,:,5 ='RINT ,*F'I. OF flOOR I_;_LITY
" iO :'R!N'T#PI,"ANAL'./':iS 3F '.)AR_ANCE ....
:i:=. ?9iN;" #F'i,
•,11_ , ,
1 '_20 '_Ak'E ,':r,MP_R £':.CN
\ : L"_
'-'=,, 'F :"c: "HEN JOTO !1"1"5
..... 1;''=',0 :'RINT "IF'L,";="'F:" ..':_. _E'SS THAN : :iF :,L.C'I4A, i.. ':,',1 ;_, ,=,,;..c,' _:'= PRINT #P1, "THEREFORE ACCEP T Hi. - :'E. E-"; T"-.E ,='EC,RE:.': -(" '_q-IEIE,"
I10 '30TII!155 I
• _, , " 'S ' '"1.4_ PRINT #F'I "F="'F" . GREATER _'HAN ' ]F :_L..'HA.i, ,N-.:'; ;:'::='. i
1.150 PRIN T #P!, "THEREFORE RE._'ECT Hi., -- I:lC NI:_ RE.JEC'[ "_HE REGRE::,'=,, -}1'. M':iDEI_" ,
__=.=,_,..'mRIraT "END OF ;ROC, RAM"
115/: a
ll/:,0_ ,_'r'c'=...... :,,_ F'P ! NT '- : LE 'E,
I/:.t'
!!L',5CLEr-:;E 17.
! 170 CL:3t_iE 2_ 1-
!175 LEND _
2000'
2005 ' ** _;UBF<OUTINE TO CHANGE C*ATA _'+
CI I
-"(')I_.._ :-_INT-',-,'"CHANGE X";
202=0 INPUT N$
2025 ZF N$="Y" THEN ,30TO 2045
'2030 IF N$="N" THEN GOTr' 2070
2Cl.::_ GOTO 201'5
20'='& '.
2(:}4(:) I='!ND OIjT .4H;C'H "( ro :HANGE
204 t !
"045 _:_RINT "ENTER [";
2050 INPUT
205: '.
2':)55 i CHANGE _T
,...).j_.
"-060 ='RINT "ENTER X(I) ";
2065 INPUT X(1)
2070 PRINT "CHANGE Y"_" !
i'075 INPUT N$
20:30 IF N$="Y" THEN '30TO 2100 !
"-'085 IF N$="N" THEN GOTO 2125
20_0 ,30T'3 2070
20 '_1 '
2005 ' =IND OUT WHICH v VALUE TO CHANGE
:LO_6 ,
:'100 _RINT "ENTER I";
210_ INPUT I !
2106 '
"-II0 ' CHANGE IT
2111 '
2115 PRINT "ENTER Y(/,)";
2120 INPUT Y(1)
21 "5 RETURN
3000'
3n(.'15' ** c.-'UBPOUTZNE _'C'_NTERP"L,-'ITE :'POBITS .'*
3010 '
"015 ' % VALUES
3011:, '
•3020 DIM Z(47)
3025 Z(I>=.0107
._030 Z(2)-.0139
3035 Z(3)".017 <_
3040 Z(4)'.0228 _9
<
--JI p
1982008470-123
?:04_ Z(5)=.0287
3050 Z(6)=.0359
.-,055 Z ( 7 ) =. 0446
;:0,i,0 Z (8 ) =,. (:,548 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
•"_n-= OF ._X)R QUALITY.:,.,:,..., Z (9)=.0668
3070 Z(10)=.0808
:::075Z(II)=.0968
'=:080Z(12)=.1151
•°,C}A='Z (13 )=. 1.....7
3090 Z'.14)=.1587
3095 Z(15_=.1841
3100 Z(16)=.2119
3105 Z(17)=.2420
3110 Z(18)=.2743
,- _-:_::115Z _I'.'-/)=..:,0....
•:.1-'0 Z ( 2(" ) = • :3446
:312.=-, Z(21 )=. "°'='',..,.,,.1
312,C)Z (22)=. 4207
:_::135Z(23)=.4602
3140 Z(24)=.5000
3!41
:3145 ' CALCIJLATE OTHER HALF OF TABLE
-_146 i._i
3150 FOR I=25 TO 47
:31=.,5Z(I)=I-Z(48-I)
3160 NEXT I
_i :....TI=O
'.:l:-:1 '
:3185 ! COMPLITE % FAILURES AT EACH iNCREMENT
•"::186 '
'::1'_0 _,3R I=l TO N
..._I'O5TI=Y(1)+TI
3200 Q5=TI/KI
"CUM. FAIL. ="_ T1 _
3202 PRINT #PI,TAB(47);"% CUM. FAIL.=";Q5_IO0
3,0c, Y(1)=Q5
3205 NEXT I
3210 I=l
.-,'15,J=l
:3216 !
•"-",'_ e'_ I
.:,-."_-.., . SEARCH % VALUE:=3 IN TABLE TO FIND TWO VALUES _--rR
•._.._..,'_'_". I NTERPOLAT i ON
"l -'5 _l
." -" ." 6 I
.3230 IF Y(I)<Z(1) TH.':::NGOTA 3260
:3235 IF Y(1)<Z(J) THEN OOTO 3275
__.-,.... t=,J+ 1
3241 '
:3245 ' DONE W ITH TABLE'.'."
3246'
3250 IF J<:=47 'THEN '20TO 323(1)
3251 '
3255 ! FOR VALUES OUTSIDE TABLE RANGE
3256 '
:3260 PRINT "Y( "; I; ") OIJT OF PROBIT RANGE"
:3265 GOTO 3340
3266 '
3270 ' COMPUTE PROBIT VALUES TO ACCOMPANY _; VALUE'.'; !='ROM FABLI--"
:3271 '
3275 12=(J...)+2.6
3280 Tl=((J-1)*.1)+2.6
3281
3285 ! FIND SLOPE OF INTERPOLATION LINE
3286 ' A20
1982008470-124
T
° i
"-:290 I_=(T2-T1) / ( Z (.J)-Z (d-1) ) _ "
-:,-': 1 '
'-'.295 ! FIND INTERCEPT i '_3
:'-:296 '
"-_3(x) D.1=TI-( L*Z (._l-1) ) ORIGINALPAGE !S ,,3301
3305 ! FIND PROBIT VALUE OF POOR O"_,t_TY
:-:306 '
:::31(7_Y(I)=L_Y(I)+DI ;
"3:315 I=I+i _
3316!
•-',,:,-'0! FINISHED WITH _LL Y"S':"
.-.,.o.T.,i a ._.
'-::-',25IF I<'-:'NTHEN GOTO 3215
:"-_330RETURN
•--:33! !
"35'.5:5 ! tN CA'.:;E OF ERROR _.LO;=,E PRINT FILES
33:-:6 '
-o-'-i -):,=,4LCLOSE i%
3345 CLOSE 2%
:3350 END ' {
4000 ' _
40(')5 ' _-.w-:--';UBROUTINETO FIND CONFIDENCE -_-_-
4('_1() ' INTERVAL FOR Y ;
4015
4C)20 ' COMPUTE UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS
a02 !
4Cr25 M=Y-(T_S_(I+(I/N)+(((X-F:/N)"2)/S1) ))
403A P=Y+(T_S_(1+(I/N)+(((X-C/N)"2)/'31)))
4('):31 '
40:35 ! PRINT RESI_ILTS '
i" "4C)36 '
404C) PRINT #F'I.
4045 PRINT #PI, "THE"; I-Q; "CONFIDENCE INTERVAL- FOR THE MEAN OF Y/KO !".-,:"
405(z_PRINT #PI, " ";M; "<MEAN AF Y/XO':Z";P" "PROBIT'-Z:"
#PI,
4060 RETURN
}
A21 t
] 982008470-125
0180-26784-1
i_
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APPENDIXB
STATISTICALANALYSISCOHPUFERPRINTOUTSOF
LIFETESTLOG-NORMALDISTRIBUTIONS
]982008470-]26
PRECEDINGPAGE BLANKNOT FILMED
F'c.t_'T TYPE: MFR.B 4069
'.-:;F:REEN -" 1 -- NI.:I BURN I N
LIFE TEST:40 DEG C ,
;,
FA £LURE DATA:
HEIIJR::':=2 FAILURES = 3 CUM. FAll.= 3 % gUM. FAIL.= ,+
HOI_IR'.:_;=:-: FAILURES= 2 *gUM. FAIL.= 5 ;: bUM. FAil.= /__./,::,0.:.61
HOURS= 16 FAILURES:= 2 CIJM. FAIL - 7 Y. CUM. bail. = 9,33:::-;33
HOUR',-;= L-.4 FAILI_IRE'._= i0 CUM. FAil.= 17 % COM. FAil. = £2._:,o_/_7
HOI.IR':;=25__, FAILURE.'_--;= 1 CUM. FAIL. = i:_:: % I:UM. PAil. = 2#
HOIjlR'.:_;= 1L)O0 FAiLIJRE'..:;= .3 F:I.IM. PALL.= 21 >, Io:tj[1. I=A,L.--: .--:j
Hi:ILtRS;= 2000 FAILURES= 3 CUM. FAIL.= 24 % gUM. b_iL.= 32
HF,I._R'.:_:= 4UO0 FAILIjRE::':= 10 CLIM. FAil. = :.4 }.... OM. rail.= :FS.._;:_,..:,:E:3
'-,AMF'LE '-;IZE= 75
,, 50"/. OF FAILURES OCCIjR AT 10995.29 HOI.II_:
T_E 0.'a5 CONFIDENCE INI'ERV_L FOP, FHE MEaN LF t/XU i:-<:
4. a84138 <::MEAN OF Y/XO,: %._:,15:::,'-.2F'RLIb_T':,
_r'i_U Y'-::[ :-1;13F VAR I ANCE :
== 1U:-",.,.,-.,.-,._ I'30REATER THAN F OF ALFHA(1 6, )= t '.'-_';_ I
',,-._P..FL'KE [tO NOT Kb:._IPjCF FHE REGIRE'.3SION MUDEL !"
!.
i:
|!,
[
B3
1982008470-127
_ ORIGINALPAGE IS
_, OF POOR QUALiTf
PART TYPE= MFR. B 4069! SCREEN= "2 - 70 DEG C BURN IN
LIFE TEST:40 DEG r:
FA LURE DATA:
HOURS= 2 F,_ILURES= 13 CUM. FAIL.= 13 % r:UM. FAIL.= 17. -:33:-::-:
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= i CUM. FAIL• = i4 % ISUM. i:_-.-L.= l;_•a,6/:,67
HOLIRS= 16 FAILURES= 4 CUM. FAIL== I;.:; % CUM• FAIL.= 24
HOURS= &4 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 18 % CIJM. FALL.= 24
HOUR.=,= 256 FAILURES= 3 CUM FAIL = 21 % CUM. FAIL•= -" )
HOUR:-;= IUO0 FAILURES= 0 CLIM. FALL.= 21 % CUM. FALL. = 2L::
-' % C:UM. FALL•= :1:2HOURS= .000 FAILURES= 3 CUM. FAIL.= 24
HOURS= 4000 FAILURES= t4 CUM. FAIL.= :38 % CUM. FAIL.= 5(].666/:.7
SAMPLE S!ZE= 75
50% OF FAILL,RES OCCUR AT 75849.9 HOURS
(
THE (3.'95CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS"
4.2669 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 5•7331PROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 1'_.16555 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l. 6 )= 5.99
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
B4
: ]
1982008470-128
_ PART TYPE:MFR. B 4069
_. SCREEN:3 - 125 DEG C BURN IN
, LIFE TEST:40 DEG C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS= 2 FAILURES= 7 CUM. FAIL.= 7 % CUM. FAIL.= _.333338
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 7 % CUM. FAIL.= 9.33:_333
HOURS = 16 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FALL.= 7 % CUM. FAIL.= '9.333333
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 7 % CUM. FAIL.= 9.333333
HOURS= 256 FAILURES= 2 CUM. FAIL.= '_ % CUM. FALL.= 12
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 9 % CUM. FAIL.= 12
HOURS = 2000 FAILURES= 6 CUM. FAIL.= 15 % CUM. FAIL.= 20
HOURS= 4000 FAILURES= 2 CUM. FAIL.= 17 % CUM. FAIL.= 22.66667
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
7
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 0.14w'9715E+lO HOURS
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
3.052571 <MEAN OF YIXO< 6.'_4742_ PROBIT$
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
{
F= 15.66381 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 6 )= 5.99
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
B5
b ......
1982008470-129
!"
ORIGINALPAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
:,,'_, ", ....'-" MFR. B 4069
: ':(f;:E_.rl:t - NL, dI.IRN i(1
L['"': "[F'E:T: 7o pr_-G b
i
:q.',_.ll_lRP';=2 .:3,! LURES= _ , .bM • P _ I u. -:'- 4 ". , ,.'r r H _ L_. = .... ,-.,.,--:,::,::,
HI..II_I,_;__ = -', r ,"eLLURES= 1 ,_ijPi. r ;__ -. -: :, ........... . J.u. = ,';,• ,:..'.:,,-,,.,,:,/
/.J_, • .HL]I_IR'._:.,= .,_ _A[I_I_IrxE::,= ] CIJM. FAJ:L_.= :1 ......;'_. r'_-z: = ;:,
_LIIjR'._= o- FAILI_IRIE::,--- C,_hi. rHiL. = ._" .; ......i;. -,-, ' . = .-
;4ill IR'.:,;= 'T-'_,_-,_ . ,- '. , L.:.:NES= ." I !JP,. ,..AiL.. -- i l :: L:LiM. F_il.. .= , -. ,_,.-,',,',,'.. i.
HFII_IR'..-.',= l(X:)O FA[Lf_IRP_'.:;= 4::', '_.,.'[i. FAIL.= .:.-.,- ,...., . ,'ALL. = , '
HFilIR'.:;=...... 2'()dx) FAILI.IRE:£= '-' F'I_IM. rP-_lL_."""= -'-,., % I-:1_11"1.r _,. L.. -_ ; "+.,':,,:,,:,,:,,
H(IIJRS= 4(;00 FA[LI_IRF"._= ::: L.UM. FA t.L. = .:9 ...... q. PA [_-. -= -,. ,:..... :,o,
'-,AMF'I..E SIZE= 75
507 L-IF ," _-:_LL'F(E':J fIE CI_IR AT 605.3017 HOI_IRL:;
I'HE 0.95 CC,NFiDENCE iNTE.t4VAL FOR rile MEAN OF Y/XO iS:
,2: _._,4 ,:,,:,.. ':Mi.-'AN OF Y/XO.( 6.245115 PRFIBI]L-;
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE: I
I_
F= 36. ==- - r)-' ' l.... .'., IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 6 )= .b.""_
rHEREFIJRE DO NO]" RE,JECT FHE _EbRE.._._ILN'MODEL
k
i
B6
1982008470-130
t! •
PART TYPE;.MFR. B 4069 ,:.,
SCREEN:2 - 70 DEG C BURN IN
-" LIFE TEST:70 DEG C ;"
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS= '_' FAILURES = 14 CUM. FAIL.= 14 % CUM. FAIL.= 18. 66667
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 14 % CUM. FAIL.= 18.66667
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 0 C:UM. FAIL.= 14 % CUM. FAIL.= 18.66667
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= 21 CUM. FAIL.= 35 % CUM. FAIL.= 4b.66667
HOURS = 256 FAILURES= 3 CUM. FAIL.= 38 % CUM. FAIL.= 50.6.6667
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 38 % CUM. FAIL.= 50.66667
HOURS= 20£)0 FAILURES = 1 CUM. FAIL.= 39 % CUM. FAIL.= .,-_-
HOURS= 4000 FAILURES= :3 CUM. FAIL.= 47 % CUM. FAIL.= 62.66667
:__AMPLE SIZE= 75 - :;
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 653.4605 HOURS
d
THE 0.'95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
4.413523 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 5.586477 FROBIT_;
ANALYSIS ,iIFVARIANCE:
F= :37.78726 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(i, 6 )= 5.99 i
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MgDEL
B7 _ "
1982008470-131
PART TYPE: MFR. B 4069
SCREEN:3 - 125 DEG C BURN IN
LIFE TEST:70 DEG C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS= 2 FAILURES= 3 CUM. FAIL,= 3 % CUM. FAIL.= 4
HOURS= :3 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= 4 % CUM. FAIL.= 5.3333:33
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= 5 % CUM. FAIL.= _.666667
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= :3 CUM. FAIL.= :3 % CUM. FAIL.= 10.66667
M. FAIL.= 12 % CUM. FAIL.= 16
FLOURS= 1000 FAILURES= 6 CUM. FAIL.= 18 % CUM. FAIL.= 24
HOURS= 2000 FAILURES= 3 CUM. FAIL.= 21 % CUM. FALL.= 28
HOURS= 4000 FAILURES= 11 CUM. FAIL.= 32 % CIJM. FAIL.= 42.66667
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 27765.75 HOURS
THE 0.'_5 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
4.555573 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 5.444427 F'ROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 177.2985 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 6 )= 5.9_>
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
88
i
1982008470-132
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
P_R-r -I_'PE: MFR.8 4069
'SCREEN: 1 - Nl.l BIJRN i'N
LIFE TE'.::T-"125 BEG C
;:A[LtJRE DATA:
Hr_l_ll;_:-:::=2 FAILURES = 4 r_LIM. FAIL.= 4 % CUM. PAIL.= _)• 5;.:'I'_:':l:_:::
HOURS = :B FAILURE:-:;= 2 L;IjM. FAIL.= o / ,..LIM. FAIL.= ,._:
HOIJRS= 16 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= x:, % UUM. FALL.= :::
HOIjR::;= 64 FAILURES= 3 C.LIM. FAIL.= '_ :,: CUM. FAIL.= li_
HOIJRS= 256 FAILURES:= 36 CUM. FAIL.= 45 % CUM. FAIL.= a,()
HIZIIJR'.:;= I000 FAILURES= C) r'.UM. FAIL.= 45 % CUM. PA[L.= _()
HCIURS= 2000 FAILURES= 4 CLIM. FAIL.= 49 % C,JM. PAIL. = 6._.3:-',:-::::3
HEII.IRS=4000 FAILURES= 'Y gUM. FAIL.= 58 7.UUM. FAIL. = "/7. ::;3:3:-l:3
!-3AMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILLIRES LICCUR AT 495.4287 HOURS
I
THE 0.95 L':QNFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/×O IS.'
4.105295 <LMEAN OF Y/XO< 5.8947(:)5 F'RUBITS
ANALYSI:S OF VARIANCE:
F= 63. 32523 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 6 )= 5.9'9
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
69
1982008470-133
,, PART TYPE: MFR. B 4069
'_CREEN:2 - 70 DEG C BURN IN
LIFE TEST:125 DEG C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS= 2 FAILURES= 12 CUM. FAIL.= 12 % CUM. FAIL.= 16
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 12 % CUM. FAIL.= 16
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 12 CUM. FAIL.= 24 % C:UM. FAIL.= 32
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= _ CUM. FALL.= _9 % CUM. FA_L.= 38.66667
HOURS= 256 FAILURES= $ CUM. FAIL.= 37 % C:UM. FALL.= 4_.3333_
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= 4 CUM. FAIL.= 41 % CUM. FAIL.= 54.66667
HOLIRS= 2000 FAILORES= 2 CUM. FAIL.= 43 % CUM. FAIL.= 57.33:333
HOURS= 4000 FAILURES= 8 CUM. FALL.= 51 % C:UM. FAIL.= 6;_
SAMPLE SIZE = 75
50X OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 431.4323 HOURS
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y,'XO IS:
4.617801 {MEAN OF Y/XO< 5.38219_ FROBIIS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 106.635 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 6 )_ 5.9_
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT [HE REi3RES$10N MODEL
BlO
I
1982008470-134
PART TYPE: MFR. B 4069
SCREEN:3 - 125 DEG C BURN IN
LIFE TEST:125 DEG C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS= 2 FAILURES= 46 CUM. FAIL.= 46 % CUM. FAIL.= 61.33333
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 46 % CUM. FAIL.= 61.33833
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 6 CUM. FAIL.= 52 % CUM. FAIL.= 69.3:5333
HOURS= a4 FAILURES= 10 CUM. FAIL.= _2 % CUM. FAIL.= 82.66667
HOURS= 256 FAILURES= I0 CUM. FAIL.= 72 % CUM. FAIL.= 96
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 1.81639 HOURS
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
3.666272 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 6.333728 PROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 20.09286 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 3 )= 10.13
THEREFORE DO NOT REdECF THE REGRESSION MODEL
Ill
1982008470-135
FPART TYPE: MFR. C 4069
SCREEN:I NO BURN IN
LIFE TEST:40 DEO C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURSm 256 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= 1 % CUM. FAIL.= 1.333333
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= 2 % CUM. FAIL.= 2,666667
HOURSm 2000 FAILURESm 1 CUM. FAIL.= 3 % CUM. FAIL.= 4
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
!.
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 5327106 HOURS
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
-4.316704 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 14,3167 PROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE=
F= 274.8725 IS GREATER TH_N F OF ALPHA(I, I )= 161.4
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
B12
1982008470-136
PART TYPE: MFR. C4069
SCREEN:2 - 70 BEG C BURN IN
LIFE TEST:40 DEG C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS = 2 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= 1 % CUM. FAIL.= 1.333333
HOURS= 8 F_ILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL. = 1 % CUM. FAIL.= 1.333333
HOURS= 16 FAILURES = 0 GUM. FAIL.= 1 % CUM. FAIL.= 1.333333
HOURS= 44 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FA_' .= 1 % CUM. FAIL..= 1.333333
HOURS= 256 FAILURES= 4 CUH. F_.= 5 % CUM. FAIL.= 6.666667 :
HOURS= 1000 F_AILURES= 0 GUM. FAIL.= 5 % CUM. FAIL.= 6.666667
HOURS= 2000 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 5 % CUM. FAIL.= 6.666667
HOURS= 4000 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= 6 % CUM. FAIL.= 8
_AMPLE _IZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 0.1659067E+09 HOURS
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
2.894391 <MEAN OF Y/X_< 7.105609 PROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 29.1328 IS GRE_TER THAN F OF ALPHA(I, 6 _= 5.99
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
813
I
1982008470-137
r_
•_ PART TYPE: MFR. C 4069
SCREEN:3 - 125 DEG C BURN IN
LIFE TEST:41") DEO C
FAILI_IRE DATA:
' HOURS= 2 FAILURES= 3 CUM, FAIL.= 3 % CUM. FAIl_.= 4
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= I CUM, FAIL.= 4 % CUM. FAIL.= 5.333333
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 2 CUM. FAIL,= 6 % CUM. FKIL.= 8
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= 1 CUM, FAIL.= 7 % CUM. FAIL.= 9.333333
HOURS= 256 FAILURES= I CUM° FAIL.= 8 % CUM. FAIL.= 10.66667
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= 3 CUM. FAIL,= 11 % CUM. FAIL.= 14.66667
HOURS= 2000 FAILURES= 4 CUM, FAIL.= 15 % CUM. FAIL.= 20
HOURS= 4000 FAILURES= 2 CUM, FAIL,= 17 % CUM. FAIL.= 22.66667
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
i
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 2549885 HOURZ
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
4.489834 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 5.510166 PROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE: i
F= 171.6581 IS _REATER THAN F OF ALPHA(I, 6 )= _.99
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
B14
1982008470-138
PART TYFE: MFR. C 4069
SUREEN:2 - 70 DEG C BURN IN
LIFE TEST:70 DEG C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS= 2 FAILURES= 3 CUM. FAIL.= 3 % CUM. FAIL.= 4
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 3 % CUM. FAIL.= 4
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 0 CUM, FAIL.= 3 % CUM. FAIL.= 4
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= 4 % CUM. FAIL. = 5.333333 |
% CUM. FAIL.= 8 !SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 0.1644756E+12 HOURS
i
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO I$: !
-4.510406 <MEAN OF Y/XC< 14.51041 PROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 12.09641 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 3 )= 10.13
THEREFORE DO NOT REdECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
i BlS i
1982008470-139
PART TYPE: MFR. C 4069
SCREEN:3 - 125 DEO C BURN IN
LIFE TEST:70 DEG C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS- 256 FAILUhES- 3 CUM. FAIL.= 3 % CUM. FAIL.= 4
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= 4 % CUM. FAIL.= 5.333333
HOURS= 2000 FAILURES- 0 CUM. FAIL.= 4 % CUM. FAIL.= 5.333333
HOURS= 4000 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= 5 % CUM. FAIL.= 6.666667
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 0,2388573E+12 HOURS
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
-7.653863 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 17.66386 PROBIT$
ANALYSIS OF V_IANCE:
F- 27.6256 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(I, 2 )= 18.51
THEREFORE DO NOT REdECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
B16
1982008470-140
PART TYPE: MFR. 64069
t SCREEN:I - NO BURN IN
LIFE TEST:125 DEO C
FAILURE DATA.
HOURS= 2 FAILURES= 3 CUM. FAIL.- 3 % CUM. FAIL.= 4
HOURS- 8 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.- 4 % CUM. FAIL.= 5.333333
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 0 CUM, FAIL.- 4 % CUM. FAIL,= 5.333333
HOURS- 64 FAILURES= 4 CUM. FAIL.= 8 % CUM. FAIL.= 10.66667
HOURS= 256 FAILURES- 5 CUM. FAIL.- 13 % CUM. FAIL.= 17.33333
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= 4 CUM. FAIL.= 17 % CUM. FAIL.= 22.66667
HOURS= 2000 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.- 18 % CUM. FAIL.- 24
SAMPLE SIZE:: 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 105057.8 HOURS
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
4.486964 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 5.513036 PROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F- 175.6419 IS OREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 5 )= 6.61
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REO_ES_ION MODEL
B17
1982008470-141
PART TYPE: MFR. C 4069
SCREEN:2 - 70 DEO C BURN IN
LIFE TEST: 12.5 DE6 C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS- 8 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= 1 % CUM. FAIL. = 1.333333
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= 2 % CUM. FAIL.= 2.b66667
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= 2 CUM. FAIL.= 4 % CUM. FAIL.= 5.333333
HOURS= 256 FAILURES= 7 CUM. FAIL_- 11 % CUM. FAIL.= 14.6'6667
HOUF!S= 1000 FAILURES = 5 CUM. FAIL, = 16 % CUM. FAIL.= 21.33333
HOUI_S= 2000 FAILURES = 9 CUM. FAIL.= 25 % CUM. FAIL.= 33.33333
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 9581.721 HOURS
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
4.591604 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 5.40839_ PROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F- 406.3059 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 4 )= 7.71
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
I
!
B18
1982008470-142
; PART TYPE: MFR. C 4069
_ SCREEN:3 - 125 DEG C BURN IN i_"
LIFE TEST:125 DEG C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= I % CUM. FAIL.= 1,333333
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= 2 % CUM. FAIL.= 2,666667
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 2 % CUM. FAIL._ 2,666667
HOURS= 256 FAILURES = 10 CUM. FAIL. = 12' % CUM. FAIL.= 16
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES = 2 CUM. FAIL.= 14 % CUM. FAIL.= 18.66667
HOURS= 2000 FAILURES = I CUM. FAIL.= 15 % CUM. FAIL.= 20
HOURS= 4000 FAILURES= 2 CUM. FAIL,= 17 % CUM. FAIL.= 22.66667
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 49491.57 HOURS
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
3.952482 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 6.047518 PROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 52.50274 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(I, 5 )= 6.61
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
B19
1982008470-143
7' PART TYPE: MFR. D 741
SC:REEN:I - NQ BURN TN
LIFE TEST:40 bEG C
' FAILURE DATA:
t
HOURS= 2 FAILURES= 2 CUM. FAIL.= 2 % ¢UM. FAIL.= 2.6C:.6667
HL']LIRS=::?. FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 2 % C:UM. FAIL.= 2.6c.6667
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 2 % CUM. FA_L.= 2.6/:,6667
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 2 % CUM. FAIl_.= 2.,_.,_6/._67
M. FAIL.= 2 % CUM. FAIL.= 2.666667
HOURS= IC)O0 FAILURE'..-3=0 CUM. FAIL.= 2 % CUM. FAIL.= 2.,'i.:_,o667
HCILIRS= 2000 FAILURES= 6 CUM. FAIL.= 8 % CUH. FAIL.= 10.66667
HOURS= 4000 FAILURES= 2 CUM. FAIL.= tO % LUM. FAIL.= 13. 33333
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% NF FAILURES OCCUR AT 0.2789069E+II HOURS
THE 0.'95 CGNFII3ENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
.-,._,_-, . .-,.-,, .-,
-0.._,=0._76 <MEAN OF Y/X '<"10.- '. : 80oF'ROBITS
ANALYSIS J]F VARIANCE:
F= 6._17_14 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(I, 6 )= _,99
THEREFORE DO NOT REdECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
g_O
1982008470-144
PART TYPE: MFR. D 741
: SCREEN:2 - 70 DEG C BURN IN
LIFE TEST:40 DE6 C
L
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS= 2 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= I % CUM. FAIL.= 1,333333 '
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= 0 CUM, FAIL,= 1 % CUM. FAIL.= 1.333333
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 0 CLIM. FAIL.= i % CUM. FAIL.= 1.333333 J
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= I % CUM. FAIL.= 1.:333333
HOURS= 256 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= I % CUM. FAIL, = I."_'''-'_,_._,'-
HOURS= I000 FAILURES_ I CUM. FAIL.= 2 % CUM. FAIL.= 2._66667
HOUR8= 2000 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= 3 % CUM. FAIL.= 4
HOURS= 4000 FAILURE_= 2 CUM. FAIL.= 5 % CUM. FAIL.= 6.666667
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 0.5177957E+13 HOURS
FHE ().95 CQNFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
-0.7886196E-01 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 10.07886 PROBIT_
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 13.00401 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 6 )= 5.'?9
EL
821
b ....
1982008470-145
PART TYPE: MFR. D 741
:_;CREEN:3 - 125 DEG C BURN IN
LIFE TE:-:T:40 DEG C
FA ILURE DA l'A:
HObR'S:= 2 FAILURES= i CUM. FAIL.= 1 % CUM. FAIL.= 1.3>:3333
, HOURS-- :3 FAILURES= 0 CIJM. FAIL,-- I % I]IJM.FALL. = 1.L_:3:3333
HFJI_IRS=1/:. FAILUR, S= 0 CUM. FAIL. = 1 % CUM. FA 1L. = 1.3333:=:3
HOUR'.=; 64 FAILURES= 0 CIJM, FAIL.= 1 /.CUM, FALL. = i.:-::-:::::-::-::-:
HOURS= 256 FAILURES-- L'_ C-:UM,FAIL.= 1 % CUM, FAIL,= 1.3_:33:-:>:
HL-IURS--iu00 FAILURES= 0 CI_IM. FAIL,= I % L_UM. FAIL.= 1.:3::;:=;3:::3
HOURS= 2000 FAILURES= 2 CUM. FAIL.= :3 % CUM. FALL.= 4
HOURS-- 4000 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL,-- 4 % CUM. FAIL.= 5.33333:._
SAMPLE '--;IZE=75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 0.1448615E+17 HOURS
THE 0.'_5 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR I'HE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
--4.59702L=' <MEAN OF Y/XO< 14.5'2703 F'ROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 6. 180262 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 6 )= 5.9"9
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRE_:SION MODEL
B22
-w I
1982008470-146
I PART TYPE" MFR. D 741
'_CREEr_:t - NO BURN IN
LIFE TEST:70 DEO C
FAILURE DATA:
HOLIRS= "2 FAILURES= _." r:UM. FAIL. = _._. % CUM. FALL. = 2. 666o_.7
HOUR:S= :__ FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 2 Y.CUM. FAIL.= 2.666667
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 2 % CUM. FAIL.= 2.666/:,67
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= 3 % CUM. FAIL.= 4
HOURS= 256 FAILUREC; = 2 CIJM. FAIL.= 5 % CUM. FAIL.= 6.666,:./_-.7
HOURS= I000 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= 6 % CUM. FAIL.= :_:
% CL,,'I.FAIL.= 9.333333
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AF O. 1169475E x HOLIRS
THE 0,95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
3.379212 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 6._-'07:_,8F'ROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 67,52799 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 5 )= 6.61
THEREFORE PO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
O:_3
i_ L lil,l
' I
1982008470-147
PART TYPE: MFR. D 741
SCREEN:2 - 70 DEG C BURN IN
LIFE TEST:70 DEG C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS" 2 FAILURES= 3 CUM. FAI;_.= 3 % CUM. FAIL.- 4
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL." 3 % CUM. FAIL.- 4
HOURS" 16 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 3 % CUM. FAIL.= 4
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= :3 % CUM. FAIL.= 4
HOURS= 256 FAILURES" 4 CUM. FAIL.= 7 % CUM. FAIL.= 9.333333
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= 8 X CUM. FAIL.= 10.66667
HOURS= 2000 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= 9 % CUM. FAIL.= 12
HOURS" 4000 FAILURES= : CUM. FAIL.= 10 % CUM. FAIL.= 13.33333
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50X OF FAILLI_ES OCCUR AT 0.3629153E (x HOURS
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
3.546716 <MEAN OF Y/XO< b.453284 PEdBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 41.85142 I_ GREATER THAN F CIF ALPHA(l, 6 )" =,.99
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
I
824
1982008470-148
j PART TYPE: MFR. D 741
'_I_'REEN::3- 125 [IEG C BURN IN
LIFE TEST:7() DEO iS
FAILURE DATA:
t
HF:I_IRS=2 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= I % CUM. FAIL.= 1.3333:-:_;
HOURS= :3 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL. = I % CUM. FAIL.=" 1.333333
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= I % CUM. FAIL.= 1.33333_:
HOLIRS= 64 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= I % CUM. FAIL.= t.333333
HOI.IRC:= 256 FAILURES= 3 CUM. FAIL. = 4 % CUM. FAIL. = 5.3:'_:3333
HOURS= I000 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 4 % CUI'I.FAIL.= 5.3:-_3333
HOURS= 2000 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 4 % CUM. FAIL.= 5°333333
HOIJRS= 4000 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= 5 % CUll. FAIL.= 6.666667
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 0.2785381E+10 HOURS
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR FHE MEAN OF Y/XO I'_:
?.634375 <MEAN OF YIXO< 7.3656;'5 FR_.,BITS
: ANALY'_IS OF VARIANCE:
F= 30.38031 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 6 )= 5.'?"_
THEREFORE DO NO[ F_E,JE-CFTHE RE*-_RESSION MODEL
O2S
1982008470-149
PART TYPE: MFR. D 741
SCREEN:I - NO BURN IN
LIFE TEST:I25 DEG C
[
FAILURE DATA: i:
L
HOURS" 2 FAILURES- 2 CUM. FAIL.- 2 % CUM. FAIL.= 2.666667
HOUR_B= 8 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.m 2 % CUM. FAIL.a 2.666667
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL. = 2 % CUM. FAIL.= 2.66666_
HOURS= 64 FAIuURES= 3 CUM. FAIL.= 5 % CUM. FAIL.= 6,.666667
HOURS- 256 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 5 % CUM. FAIL.= 6,666667
HOURS- I000 FAILURES= 4 CUM. FAIL.= P % CU3. FAIL.= 12
HOURS= 20(;0 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= "_ % CUM. FAIL.= 13.33333
HOURS= 4000 FAILURES- 1 CUM. FAIL.= 11 % CUM. FAIL.= 14.66667
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 0,1027198E+08 HOURS
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
4.111978 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 5.888022 PROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 90.74352 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(I, 6 )= 5.99
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION M3DEL
026
L
1982008470-150
PART TYPE: MFR. D 741
[ SCREEN:2 - 70 DEG C BURN IN
LIFE TEST: I;'5 DEu C
FAILURE DATA:
T
_ HOURS= --' FAILURES= 4 CUM. FAIL.= 4 % CUI_,.FAIL.= 5,""" "-',Jo._C, "3'..'.-.
HOURS= 8 FAILURES- I CUM. FAIL.= 5 "/.CUM. FAIL.= 6.66_6e7
HOURS = 16 FAILURES= 0 CLIM. FAIL.= 5 .x C.LIM.FAIL.= 6.666.'.o7
HOURS= 64 F_ILURES= 2 CUM. FAIL.= 7 J.r!JM. F_S,IL.= '_.1'L::333:3
M. FALL.-, 9 % CUM. FAIL,= 12
HOIJRS= 1000 FAILURES= 2 rUM. FAIL.= 11 % CUM. FAIL.= 14.6_b67
HOURS= 2000 FAILURES= :3 CUM. FAIL.= 14 % CIjM. FALL.= 13.60667
HOURS;= 4000 FAILURES= I ,Z'JM.FAIL.= 15 % CUM. FAIL.= 2(J
'_AMPLE SIZE= 75
5r)% uF _-A.TL.IJRES uCCUR AT O. 1567'_98E+08 HOLIRC;
rilE 0.'95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR ]'HE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
4.605846 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 5.3'-_4154 F'ROBIT_;
ANALY$ I'-_OF VAR IANr:E:
{
F= -:14.A314 IS GREATER lr_N F OF ALPHA(I, 6 )= 5.'P9
THEREFORE DO NOT RE.JECF THE REC_RESSION MODEL
8_7
1982008470-151
PART TYPE: MFR. D 741
SCREEN:3 - 125 BEG C BURN IN
LIFE TEST: 125 DEG C
,CAILURE DATA:
HOURS= 2 FAILURES= 5 CUM. FAIL.= =, % CUM. FAIL.= 6.666667
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= 2 RUM. FAIL.= 7 % CUM. FAIL.= '-).333333
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 7 % CUM. FAIL.= 9.3:-:3333
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 7 % UUM. FAIL.= '9.3:333:::3
HOURS= 256 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 7 % CUM. FAIL.= P.333333
HOUR'.-:.,=1000 FAILJRES= 0 CUM. FAIL. = 7 % L:UM. FAIL. = 9.33:333:_
HOURS= 2000 FAILURES= 5 CUM. FAIL.= 12 % CUM. FAIL.= ::._
HOURS= 4000 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= 13 % CUM. FAIL.= 17.33333
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 0.7079793E $| HOURS
THE 0.95 CCNFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
2.000471 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 7.999529 PROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 1"2.40021 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 6 )= 5.99
Tk,EREFORE 90 NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
B28
", 4 't _" i
]982008470-]52
' _ PART 1YPF_:MFR. B 741
:4.RCE_. I - NO BLIRN IN
LIFE IESI'4_DEG i"
FAIL URn. DATA:
>
HUUR_;= 16 FAILURES = 3 CUM, FAIL. = 3 % CLIM, FAIL.= 4
HI'iI.IRS=c_,.I, FAILLIRE_'= 0 CUM. FAIL. _, 3 % CLIM, GAiL. = 4
HQL!RS= 256 FA_LLIRES= I CUM. FAIL.= 4 % LUM, FAIL.= 5.32,33S.'3
HLIUR',_=IO00 FAILLIRE_= I CUM. FAIL.= 5 % CI.IM.FA[L._ 6.606_,_,'
HOURS= 2000 FAILIIRE$= I CUM. FAIL.= 6 % CUM. FAIL.= _
HI,]I]R',.-]=4000 FAILURES= 6 CLIM. FAIL.= 12 % CIJM. FAIL.= 16
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT O. 1o,,,_,._v HUUR_
THE 0.95 CONFInENCE INTERVAL FOR [HE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
!._4_,7_ _MEAN OF Y/XO< 8.6:._66_.'..... PROBII_;
ANALY_,[S QF VARIANCE:
_-'=12.G2717 IS OREATER THAN F OF ALPHAII, 4 )= 7.71
FHEREFL_RE DO NOT RE,.IECT THE REGRE'_SION MUUEL
1982008470-153
PART TYPE" MFR.B 741
',-;CREEN"I - NO BIJRN IN
LIFE TEST;7(') [IEG C
FAILURE DATA:
_" HOURS = i_, FAILURES = I CUM. FAIL.= 1 % CUM. FAIL.= 1.333333
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= 2 CUM. FAIL.= 3 % CUM. FAIL.= 4
HOUKS= 256 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FALL.= 3 % CLIM. FAIL.= 4
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= 4 % CUM. FAIL.= 5.33L:':_:_._
HOURS= 2000 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 4 % CUM. FAIL.= 5.$33_:33
HOURS= 4000 FAILURES= 8 UM. FAIL.= 12 % CLIM. FAIL.= 16
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FA ILURES OCCLIR AT O. 1001815E+08 HOURS
THE 0.'95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
1.548785 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 8.451215 PROBIT':;
ANALY_I_ OF VARIANCE:
F= 1_.92958. IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 4 )= 7. 71
TH_r,EFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
B30
1982008470-154
PART TYPE: MFR. l}741
'.3CREEN: 1 - NO BURN IN
LIFE TEST: 125 DEG C
FAILURE DATA:
HOLIRL3= 16 FAILURES= ,._"_ C:UM. FAIL.= 3 % CLIM. FAIL..= 4
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= 2 CLIM. FAIL.= 5 % CUM. FAIL.= 6.::,66o_7
HOURS= "F, . ._.6 FAILLIRES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= 6 % CLIM FAIL = _:
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= 10 r:UM. FAIL. .= 16 % CI.IM. FAIL.= LCI.,_:_,3:_ -',
HOURS= ?000 FAILURES= 22 CUM. FAIL. = 38 % CI.IM. FAIL.= 5t).6c.,,.'c;'
HQUI-('._;: 4000 FAILURES= 23 CUM. FAIL.= 61 % rUM. FAIL.',= ,._1. _,J._'::_
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
.,L7.UF FAILURES OCCUR AT ...u_.7.921HOURS
rile 0.'#5 CQNFI.LIENCE INFERVAL FOR rile MEAN QF Y/XO IS:
.,'-".220149, <MEAN OF YIX(}< _._-.c,..._F'ROBIT'_.:
aNALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 17.71264 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALF'HA(I, 4 )= 7.71
I'HE_,EFORE 1]0 NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MOD_L
m31
llmml,la m_,-- _ _
1982008470-155
L,
PART TYPE: MFR. B 2N2222
SCREEN:I NO BURN IN
LIFE TEST:40 DEO C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS= 2 FAILURES= 13 CUM. FAIL.= 13 % CUM. FAIL.= 17.33333
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= 14 % CUM. FAIL.= 18.66667
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 0 CLIM. FAIL.= 14 % CUM. FAIL.= 18.66667
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 14 % CUM. FAIL.= 18.66667
HOURS= 256 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 14 % CUM. FAIL.= 18.66667
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= 3 CUM. FAIL.= 17 % CUM. FAIL.= 22.66667
HOURS= 2000 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= 18 % CUM. FAIL.= 24
HOURS= 4000 FAILURES= 10 CUM. FAIL.= 28 % CUM. FAIL.= 37.33333
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 0.1274257E+09 HOURS
THE 0".95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
3.380649 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 6.619351PROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 8.735123 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 6 )= 5.99
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
632
t qk
1982008470-156
PART TYPE: MFR.B 2N2222
'SCREEN;2 - 70 DEG C BURN IN
LIFE TEST'40 DEG C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS= Z FAILURES= 2 CUM. FAIL. = 2 % CUM. FAIL.= 2.666607
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 2 % CUM. FAIL.= 2._o6667
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 2 CUM. FAIL.= 4 % CUM. FALL.= 5.333333
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= 5 % CLIM. IA[L.= 6.6o_6o7
HOURS= 256 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 5 % CUM. FAIL.= O.bo6oo7
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 5 % _UM. FAIL.= 6.6o6obI
HOURS= 2000 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 5 % CUM. FAIL.= 6.66_667
HOURS= 4000 FAILURES= 18 CUM. FAIL.= 23 % CUM. FAIL.= 30.66667
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 0.20_4584E+08 HOURS
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
2.141132 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 7.858868 FRUBIT_
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 8._49981 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 6 )= 5.9_
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
B33
1982008470-157
,_ PART TYPE: MFR. B 2N2222
SCREEN:3 - 125 DEG C BURN IN
LIFE TEST:40 DEG C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS= 2 FAILURES= 7 CUM. FAIL.= 7 % CUM. FAIL.= 9.333333
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 7 % CUM. FAIL.= 9.333333
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 7 % CUM. FAIL.= 9.338333
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= 5 CLIM. FAIL.= 12 % CUM. FAIL.= 16
HOURS= 256 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 12 % CUM. FAIL.= 16
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= 13 % CUM. FAIL.= 17.33333
HOURS= 2000 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 13 % CUM. FAIL.= 17.333_3
HOURS= 4000 FAILURES= ii CUM. FAIL.= 24 % _UM. FAIL.= 32
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 8781970 HOURS
THE L).95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
3.760194 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 6. _'_-'__,_L)6PKUBITS
ANALYSIG OF VARIANCE:
F= 21.56617 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 6 )= 5,.99
THEREFORE DQ NOT REJECT tHE REGRESSION MODEL
B34
1982008470-158
" PART TYPE: MFR. B 2N2222
SCREEN: I NO BURN IN
LIFE TEST-'70 DEG C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS= 2 FAILURES= 3 CUM. FAIL.= 3 % CUM. FAIL. = 4
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 3 % CUM. FAIL.= 4
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 2 CUM. FAIL.= 5 % CUM. FAIL,= 6.666667
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= 3 CUM. FAIL.= 8 % CUM. FAIL.= 10.66667
HOURS = 256 FAILURES= 0 CUM, FAIL.= 8 % CUM. FAIL.= 10.66667
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL. = 8 % CUM. FAIL.= 10.66667
HOURS= 20(30 FAILURES = 0 CUM. FAIL.= 8 % CUM. FAIL.= IU.66667
HOURS= 4000 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= 9 % CUM. FAIL.= 12
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 0.7810345E+10 HOURS
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
2.963839 <MEAN OF Y/XO( 7.036161F'ROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 23.90478 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 6 )= 5.99
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
e3s 1
]982008470-]59
.i
PART TYPE: MFR.B 2N2222
SCREEN:2 - 70 DEG BURN IN
LIFE TEST:70 DEG C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= I C:UM. FAIL.= 1 % CUM. FAIL.= 1.333333
HOUR'S= 16 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= I % CUM. FAIL.= 1.333333
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL. = I % CUM. FAIL.= 1._-_L_.:,'-'. ..'"
HOURS= 2_6 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL. = 1 % CUM. FAIL.= I.:333333
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= 2 CUM. FAIL.= 3 % CUM. FAIL.= 4
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
507: OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 0.5407762E+14 HOURS
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
-20.18233 (MEAN OF Y/XO< 30.18233 PROBITS
ANALY. I_ OF VARIANCE:
F= 3.618488 IS LESS THAN F OF ALPHA(I, 3 )= 10.13
THEREFORE REJECT tHE REGRESSION MODEL
B36
1982008470-160
PART TYPE: MFR. B 2N2222-
-"_ SCREEN::3 - 125 DEG C BURN IN
LIFE TEST:70 nEG F':
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS= 2 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= 1 % CUM. FAIL.= 1.333338
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= 2 CUM. FAIL.= :3 % CUM. FAIL.= 4
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 3 % CUM. FAIL.= 4
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 3 % CUM. FAIL.= 4
HOURS= 256 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 3 % CUM. FAIL.= 4
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= 4 % CUM. FAIL.= 5.33:3338
HOURS= 200c) FAILURES= 0 CUM. F_IL.= 4 % CUM. FAIL.= 5.333833
HOURS= 4000 FAILURES= 7 CUM. FAIL.= 11 % CUM. FAIL.= 14.66667
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 0.7399464E+10 HOURS
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
1.536661 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 8.463339 F'ROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 12.0436 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 6 )= 5.99
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
B3_
k ..................................
1982008470-161
PART TYPE" MFR. B 2N2222
:_CREEN:I NO BURN IN
LIFE TEST:I25 DEG C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS= 2 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= I % CUM. FAIL.= 1.3333_:3
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= I % CUM. FAIL.= 1.333333
HOLIRS= 16 FAILURESr 0 CUM. FAIL = 1 % CUM. FAIL.= 1.__
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= 2 % CUM. FAIL.= 2.66_667
HOURS= 256 FAILURE_= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 2 % CUM. FAIL.= 2.666667
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= 2 CUM. FAIL.= 4 % CUM. FAIL.= 5.3J3333
HOURS= 2000 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= 5 % CUM. FAIL.= 6.666667
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FATLURES OCCUR AT 0.350724E+10 HOURS
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR tHE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
2.6104 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 7.3896 PROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 45.69831 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 5 )= 6.61
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
_38
1982008470-162
PART TYPE" MFR. B 2N22Z_
:_RCREEN:2 - 70 bEG C BURN IN
LIFE TEST:t25 DEG C
F_ILURE C_ATA:
14OURS= l& FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIl_.= 1 % CUM. FALL.= 1.3333_.3
HOURS= &4 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= I % CUM. FAIL.= 1.333:333
HOURS= 25..k FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= I % CUM. FAIL.= 1.333333
HOURS= iO00 F_ILURES= ',) CUM. FAIL.= I % CUM, FAIL.= 1.333333
HOIJP$= 2(]',:)(:)FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= 2 % CUM. PAIL.= 2.L-,666(-,7
r;OURS= 4000 FAILURE:-_= 4 rUM. FAIL.= 6 % F:U,"I.FAIL.= LS
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 0.507618bE+11 HOURS
, THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL _OR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
-7. 192048 <.MEAN OF Y/XO,Z I-/.19205 PROBITS
ANALY:SIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 3.870924 IS LESS THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 4 ): 7.71
THEREFORE REJECT TLIE REORESSION MODEL
83g
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" PART TYr"E: MFR. B 2N2222 I
:;CREEN:3 - 125 DEG C BURN IN
LIFE TEST: 125 PEG C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS= 2 FAILURES= 3 CUM. FAIL.= 3 % CUM. FAIL.= 4
HOURS- 8 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= 4 % CUM. FAIL,- 5. dJ3333
HOURS= 16 FAILURE_ = I CUM. FAIL.= 5 % CUM, FAIL.= 6_b66667
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 5 % CUM. FAIL.= 6._66667
HOURS= 256 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 5 % CU_, FAIL.= 6,C._.6667
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= I I_UM, FAIL.= 6 % CL FAIL. = :_
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 0.72P3213E+16 HOUF,S
_HE 0,95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
-" 032947 <_EAN OF Y/XO< 12 .... 9 = _S
ANALYSI:3 OF VARIANCE:
F= 16.06"_27 IS GREATER TH(_,_IF OF ALF'HA(I, 4 )= 7.71
THEREFORE DO NOr REJECT ]_HE REGRE'_:_ION MODEL
140
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PART TYPE: MFR. E 2N2222
SCREEN:I - NO _iJRN IN
LIFE TEST:40 DEG C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS= 2 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL._ _ % CUM_ FAIL.= 1.333333
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 1 & CUM. FAIL.= 1.33333:?
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= ! % CUM. FAIL.= 1.333333
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= 2 % CUM. FAIL.= 2.b66_7
HOURS= 256 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 2 % CUM. FAIL.= 2.666667
HOURS= Ic)00 FAILURES= 3 Cb,1. FAIL.= 5 % CUM. FAIL.= 6.666667
HOURS= 2000 FAILURES= 2 CUM. FAIL.= / % CUM. FAIL._. 9.33333_
HOURS= 4000 FAILURES= 3 CUM. FAIL.= I0 % CUM. FAIL.= 13.33333
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR'AT 0.2032666E+08 HOURS
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEA_4 OF Y/XO 18:
3,541602 <MEAN OF Y/X¢," 6.458398 PROBIT$
ANALYSIS qF VARIANCE:
F_ 49.86748 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(I, 6 )= 5.99
THEREFORE DO _'3T RE,JECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
_ B41
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, PART TYPE: MFR. E 2N2222 _
':;CREEN:2 - 70 DEG C 3URN IN
LIFE TEST:4(') DEG F:
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS= 2 FAILL:RF_:S= 1 CUM. FAIL.= 1 % CUM. FAIL.= 1.333333
HOURS= :B FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= 2 % CUM. FAIL.= 2.666667
HOLIRS= 16 FAILURES= I C:UM. FALL.= :E: % F:UM. FAIL.= 4
HFdJ6::B=64 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= 4 % CUM. FAIL.= 5.333:3:2::3
HOURS= 256 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= 5 % CUM. FAIL.= 6.666667
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 5 % CUM. FAIL.= 6.666667
HOURS= 2000 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 5 % F:UM. FAIL.= 6.666667
HOURS= 4000 FAILURES= 4 CUM. FALL.= '-> % CUM. FAIL.= 12
•'--:AMPLESIZE= 75
5(')%CIF FAILURES OCCUR AT 0.5353193E+09 HOURS
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN NF Y/XO IS:
,.412396 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 6.587604 PRNBITS
ANALY:B IS OF VAR IANCE:
F= 44.70009 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(l, 6 )= 5.9'9
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REL_RESSION MODEL
842
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_'. F'ART TYF'E: MFR. E 2N2222
:S,-:REEN:3 - 125 [lEG C 15,.,m_,N
LiFE TEST:40 DEG C
FA [LURE DATA:
HCIUF_- 2 FAILURES= 3 CUM. FAIL.'" 3 % CLIrl..=AIL.= 4
HOURS- 8 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.- 4 % CUM. FAIL.- 5.333333
HOURS= 16 FAILURES- 1 CL:M. FAIL.- 5 % CUM. FAIL.- _..66bC,b7
HOURS= 64 FAILU!RES= 0 CUM. FAIL.,,= _; % CUM. FAIL.- 6.b6ob_7
HI3URS= 256 FAILURES- 3 CUM. FAIL.= 8 % CUM. FAIL.= IL).66bb7
HOURS- 1000 FAILIJRES= 2 CUM. FAIL.= 10 % CUM. FAIL.= 13.33333
HOURS- 2000 FAILLIRES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= i0 % CUM. FAIL.= 13.33333
HOURS- 40_hO FAILURES- 2 CUM,, FAIL.- 12 % CUM. FAIL.= 16
SAMPLE SIZE.,, 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCLIR AT 0.1198341E+09 HOURS
THE 0.'_5 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
4.45624 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 5.54376 PROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 22_.0105 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(I, 6 )= 5.99
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
B43
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PART TYPE: MFR. E 2N2222
SCREEN: 1 - NO BURN IN
LIFE TEST:7v DEG C
FAILURE DA_A:
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= I ",.CUM. FAIL.= I._,_,._°_:....
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= 2 % CUM. FAIL.= 2.666_67
HOURS= 64 FAILURES = 0 CUM. FAIL.= 2 % CUM. hAiL.= 2.066667
HOURS= 256 FAILURES= 2 CUM. FAIL.= 4 % CLIM. FAIL.= 5.333333
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= 3 CUM. FAIL.= 7 % CUM. FAIL.= 9.333333
SAMPLE SIZE = 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 3331946 HOUR_
THE O.Q5 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
2.218255 <MEAN OF Y/XOL 7.781745 PROBII_
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 42.4155 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA_I, 3 )= 10.13
THEREFORE DO NOT REdECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
B44
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PART TYPE: MFR. E 2N2222
SCREEN:2 - 70 DEG C BURN IN
LIFE TEST:70 DEG C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS= 2 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= I % CUM. FAIL.= 1.333333
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= I % CUM. FAIL.= 1,333333
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 5 CUM. FAIL.= 6 % CUM. FAIL.= $
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 6 % CUM. FAIL,= 8
HOURS= 256 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 6 % CUM. FAIL._ 8
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= 5 CUM. FAIL.= 11 % CUM, FAIL,= 14.66667
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 255329.8 HOURS
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
2.050675 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 7.949325 F'ROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= I_.2205 IS OREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(I, 4 )= 7.71
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
B4S
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PART TYPE: MFR. E 2N2222
SCREEN:3 - 125 DEG C BURN IN
LI_E TEST:70 DEG C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS= 2 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= I % CUM. FAIL.= I.¢,_=......'
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= 2 % CUM. FAIL. = 2.666667
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 6 CUM. FAIL.= 8 % CUM. FAIL. = 10.66667
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 8 % CUM. FAIL. = 10.66667
HOURS= 256 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL. = 8 % CUM. FAIL. = 10.66667
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= 7 CUM. FAIL. = 15 % CUM. FAIL. = 20
HOURS= 2000 FAILURES = 3 CUM. FAIL.= 18 % CUM. FAIL== 24
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 63443.04 HOURS
THE 0.;5 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
3.677836 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 6.322164 PROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 31.44068 IS GREATER THAN F OF ALPHA(!, 5 )= 6.61
THEREFORE DO NOT REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
B46
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PART TYPE: MFR. E 2N2222
'3CREEN:'2 - 70 DEO C BURN IN
LIFE TEST: 125 EmEO C
FAILURE DATA"
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= 1 CUM. FAIL.= I % CUb. FAIL.= I.:2'.3333;::
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 2 CUM. FAIL.= 3 % CUM. FAIL.= 4
HL-:URS= 64 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 3 % CUM. FAIL.= 4
r;L3LIRS=25,_ FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 3 _ CUM. FAIL.= 4
HFJURS= 1000 FAILURES= 2 CUr;. FAIL.= _ % CLiM. FAIL.= 6.666667
'3AMPL.E { [ZE= 75
5(3% -_F F:AILLIRES "a_ ' ""'305'3-"- .... HOURSLL_CLIR AT O.,-,_,.,ic_'_v
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEG'N OF Y/XO I:-'3:
m 5 • .'5.--m ,'-_,-D,_1065 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 15.,-.106 PROBITS
4NAc .S OF VARIANCE:
F= 6.1_5773 IS LESS THAN F OF ALF'HA(1, 3 )= 10,13
_HEREFORE REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
847
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PART TYPE: MFR. E 2N2222
SCREEN:3 - 125 DEG C BURN IN
LIFE TEST:125 DEG C
FAILURE DATA:
HOURS= 2 FAILURES= I CUM. FAIL.= I % CUM. FAIL.= 1.333333
HOURS= 8 FAILURES= 4 CUM. FAIL.= 5 % CUM. FAIL.= 6.666667
HOURS= 16 FAILURES= 3 CUM. FAIL.= 8 % CUM. FAIL.= 10.66667
HOURS= 64 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIL.= 8 % CUM. FAIL.= I0.b6667
HOURS= 256 FAILURES= 0 CUM. FAIl_.= 8 % CUM. FAIL,= 10.66667
HOURS= 1000 FAILURES= 2 CUM. FAIL..= 10 % CUM. FAIL.= 13.33333
SAMPLE SIZE= 75
50% OF FAILURES OCCUR AT 923042.8 HOURS
THE 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN OF Y/XO IS:
1.250765 <MEAN OF Y/XO< 8,749235 PROBITS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
F= 7.273718 IS LESS THAN F OF ALPHA(I, 4 )= 7,71
THEREFORE REJECT THE REGRESSION MODEL
L
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AFPENDIXC
DETAILEDFAILUREANALYSISRESULTS
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t
C.1 LIFE TESTFAILURES
C.1.1 74LS194(MANUFACTURERA)
Six partssubmittedto failureanalysis.All retestedgood.
TABLEC-I Summaryof 74LS194F_ilureAnalysisResults
Screeni Scr_e_2 Screen3
No Burn-in 70°CBurn-in 125°CBurn-in
400 LifeTest 4000Hours: 4000Hours:
RetestGood RetestGood
4000Hours:
Propagation
delay,could
not findcause.
70°CLifeTest 8 Hours:
RetestGood
125°CLifeTest 2 Hours: 2000Hours:
RetestGood RetestGood
C.I.2 CMOS4069 (ManufacturerB)
TotalNumberof Failures 416
Numberof FailuresAnalyzed 17 See Tabl_C-2
o OpenMetal- Groundor VCC 11 See FigureC-I
o Channelling 4
o KlrkendallVoiding 1 See FigureC-2
o PlasticBurned 1 See FigureC-3
pI_CFDING PAGE BL.ANJ(NOT FILMED
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TABLEC-2 Summaryof ManufacturerB CMOS4069 FailureAn_ ysisResults
Screen1 Screen2 Screen3
No Burn-in 70°CBurn-in 125°CBurn-in
40°C LifeTest 64 Hours: 2 Hours: 4000Hours:
GroundMetal Groundand VCC PackcgeCracked
BurnedOpen MetalBurned Open. All leads
(FigureC-I) _ vaporized
_000 Hours: 4000Hours: (FigureC-3)
Channelling GroundMetal
BurnedOpen
70°CLifeTest 1000Hours: 2 Hours: 4000Hours:
Channelling GroundMetal GroundMetal
BurnedOnen BurnedOpen
64 Hours:
VCC Wire
l BurnedOpen
4000 Hours
GroundMetal
BurnedOpen (
125°CLifeTest 64 Hours: Z Hours:
Channelling GroundMetal
256 Hours: BurnedOpen
Ktrkendall Voiding 16 Hours:
on VCC GroundMetal
(Figure C-2) BurnedOpen
1000 Hours: 4000 Hours:
Channelling Ground& VCC
4000Hours: MetalBurned
GroundMetal Open
BurnedOpen
C4
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Figure C-I CHOS4069 (Mfr. B) Typical BurnedGroundMeta111zatlon Failure
Ftgure C-2 CMOS4069 (Mfr. B) Ktrkenda11Votdtng Fatlur_
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Ftgurl C-3 OOS 4069 (Rfr. 8) Cr_ckedPackage,Leads '/aportzed
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C.I.3 CMOS4069 (ManufacturerC)
TotalNumberof Failures 101
NumberAnalyzed g (SeeTableC-3)
o OpenMetal-Groundor VCC 4 (SeeFigureC-4)
o Channe]ling 4
o BurnedPackage 1
TABLEC-3 Summary_f Cf,lb_4069 (ManufacturerC) FailureAnalysisResults
ScreenI Screen2 Screen3
No Burnuin 70°CBurn-in 125°CBurn-in
40°CLifeTest 256 Hours: 2 Hours:
Chan_elling VCC Metal
BurnedOpen
1000Hours:
c,anne  lng
2000Hours:
Groundand VCC
MetalMigration
(FiguresC-5,
C-6)
70°C Life Test 2000 Hours:
Channelling
125°C Life Test 256 Hours: 256 Hours:
Channelling 2 Gate Inputs
1000 _urs:
VCC_tal
BurnedOpen
(Ftgurc C-4)
2000 Hours:
Plasttc Burned
C7
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F_9_re C-4 CM03 4069 (Mfr C) Typtca] Burned Ycc ,'_letal!tza¢l_n Failure
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FigureC-5 CMCS4069(MfrC) Metal_igrationFailureNearGroundLead
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C.1.4 Linear7410p Amp (Mfr.B)
Total Numberof Failures 310
NumberAnalyzed 9 (SeeTableC-3)
?
o Retestgoodafter 8
cleaningleads _
o BurnedMetalon V+ ' *(SeeFigureC-7) i_
i*
TABLEC-4 Summaryof 7410p Amp (ManufacturerB) FailureAnalysisResults
/
ScreenI Screen2
i
No Burn-in 70°CBurn-ln L_$
40°CLifeTest 16 Hours: 1000Hours: I
RetestGood RetestGood,but i
MarginalOpenLoop
Gain
2000 Hours:
RetestGood,but
MarginalOpenLoop
Gain
70°CLifeTest 64 Hours: 256 Hours:
V+ Mecal RetestGood,but
BurnedOpen MarginalOffset
(FigureC-7) Voltage
125°CLifeTest 16 Hours: 64 Hours:
OpenLoopGain RetestGood
SlightlyBelow
Limit
1000Hours;
RetestGood
2000Hours:
R_testGood
CI0
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F:,_u,-eC-; Linear 741 OpAmp(HF,!. B) BurnedVcc Hetalltzatton Failure
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C.I.5 Linear 7410p Amp (Mfr. D)
Total Number of Failures 71
Number Analyzed 10
o Retest good 10
TABLE C-5 Summary of 7410p Amp (ManufacturerD) Failure Analysis Results
Screen 1 Screen :_ Screen 3
No Burn-ln 70°C Burn-ln 125°C Burn-ln
400 Life Test 2000 Hours:
Retest Good
70°C Life Test 2 Hours: 256 Hours:
Retest Good Retest Good
256 Hours
Retest Good
125°C Life Test 64 Hours: 2 Hours: 2 Hours:
Retest Good Retest Good Retest Good
1000 Hours: 2000 Hours: 2000 Hours:
Retest Good Retest Good Retest Good
C1Z
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C.1.6 2N2222Transistor(ManufacturerB)
NumberFailed 115
NumberAnalyzed 9
o Retestgood 3
o Channelling 4
o MetalMigration I Plastic(FigureC-8)
1 Hermetic(FigureC-9)
TABLEC-6 Summaryof 2N2222Transistor(ManufacturerB) FailureAnalysisResults
Screen1 Screen2 Screen3
No Burn-ln 70°CBurn-ln 125°CBurn-ln
400 LifeTest 2 Hours: 64 Hours:
RetestGood Channelling
1000Hours:
Channelling
70°CLifeTest 2 Hours: 1000Hours:
RetestGood Channelling
64 Hours
Channelling
125°CLifeTest 1000Hours: 2000Hours: 2 Hours:
RetestGood GoldMigration MetalMigration
alongmetallization BurnedMetalliza-
HermeticPart tion NearEmitter
- (FigureC-g) Bond (FigureC-8)
C13
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FigureC-8 2N2222Transistor(Mfr.B)MetalMigration:.ridBurnedMetal
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FigureC-g 2N2222Transistor(Mfr.B - HermeticPart)MetalD41gratlonFailure
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C.1.7 2N2222Transistor(ManufacturerE)
TotalNumberof Failures 115
Numberof FailuresAnalyzed 13 Plastic
2 Hermetic
o Channelling 10 Plastic
1 Hermetic
o Retestgood 2 Plastic
o Catastrophic 1 Plastic(FigureC-10)
I Hermetic(FigureC-11)
TABLEC-7 Summaryof 2N2222Transistor(Manufac"_-erE) FailureAnalyss Results
Screen1 Screen2 Screen3
No Burn-ln 70°CBurn-ln 125°CBurn-ln
40°CLifeTest 1000Hours: 256 Hours: 2 Hours:
Channelling Channelling Channellin9
256 Hours
(Hermetic)
Channellin9
1000Hours:
(Hermetic)
Catastrophic
(FigureC-11)
70°CLifeTest 1000Hours: 16 Hours 16 Hours:
Channelling Channellinq Channellin9
1000Hours 1000Hours:
RetestGood Channellin9
2000Hours:
Catastrophic
(FigureC-I0)
125°CLifeTest 16 Hours: 1000Hours: 8 Hours:
RetestGood Channelling Channellin9
16 Hours:
Channelling
C16
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FigursC-I0 2N2222Transistor{Hfr.E) CatastrophicFailure
Figure C-11 2N2222Transistor (Mfr. E - Hermetic Part).
2 MegohmBase-Emitter Short
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